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Conflicting Goals in Product
Development: Learning From
the Fatal Firestone Flaw

By Rachel M. Moore

Submitted to the Integrated Design & Management program in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Engineering and Management

Abstract
The human-centered design approach is a powerful methodology for developing products that
are considerate of humanity. Yet, in spite of the proven success of empathetic design, we still see
products that fail, amplify negative social behaviors, or take advantage of human tendencies for
the sake of profit or competitive success. These outcomes are often the result of poor
negotiation between conflicting organizational and value-driven goals. The purpose of this
analysis is to consider how goal conflict inhibits the product development process and leads to
suboptimal or destructive results.

This exploration seeks to learn from an analysis of the deadly product failure of Firestone ATX,
ATX 11, and Wilderness AT tires in the late 1990s. Drawing from Congressional testimony, expert
evaluation, and depositions of relevant engineers, this analysis considers the impact of goal
conflict on product design requirements and testing. Recommendations include methods for
identifying goals and framing conflict to encourage balance between organizational goals and
human wellbeing. This project is the beginning of a larger body of work that aims to equip
"makers" with skills they need to reconcile conflicting goals in order to focus on making the world
better by making better things.

Supervisor: David Niio
Title: Senior Lecturer, Gordon Engineering Leadership Program
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'Jurassic Park. Dir. Steven Spielberg. Perf. Jeff Goldblum, Richard Attenborough. Universal Pictures, 1993.
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After the thing went off, there was tremendous excitement at Los

Alamos.' Everyone had parties, we all ran around. I sat on the end

of a Jeep and beat drums and so on. But one man, I remember,

Bob Wilson,3 was just sitting there and moping.

I said, "What are you moping about?"

He said, "It's a terrible thing that we've made."

I said, "But you started it. You got us into it."

You see, what happened to me-what happened to the rest of us-is we

started for a good reason, then you're working very hard to accomplish

something and it's a pleasure, it's excitement. And you stop thinking,

you know; you just stop. Bob Wilson was the only one who was still

thinking about it, at that moment.4

Richard Feynman

2 Dr. Feynman is referring to the Manhattan Project, a WWII research effort that developed the
first nuclear weapons.

' Robert Wilson was an American physicist who led the research efforts on the Manhattan Project.
Richard P. Feynman, "Surely You're Joking, Mr. FeynmanC": Adventures of a Curious Character (Bantam

Books, 1989), 1 56-157.
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I. Introduction

Motivation

In 1964, a designer in London published a manifesto. The essay, titled First Things First and

penned by Ken Garland, was a call to prioritize to consideration of humanity in the design

profession.5 It spoke out against projects with "trivial purposes," and challenged the belief that the

most lucrative and influential career path for designers was the most worthy. Instead, it called for

designers to spend their problem-solving abilities on the betterment of society. Twenty-two

design legends, students, and up-and-coming professionals signed the manifesto. It was

published independently, then reprinted in The Guardian, then featured on the BBC.

Now, anything labeled "manifesto" risks its emotionally charged composition style undercutting

its credibility. However, First Things First was spot on in its analysis of how the design profession

was evolving. Focus had shifted to persuasion-from solving well-formed problems to persuading

consumers to spend their money and attention in a certain way. The 22 signatories felt that shift

was harming both their profession and to society. The manifesto was a call for the design

community to consider where they applied their skills, and how their work would impact society.

Just over 50 years later, the scope of the design profession has exploded. The list of professions

responsible for design now includes developers, technologists, business designers, engineers,

product managers, and entrepreneurs. These "makers," fueled by advancement in technology,

have an incredible opportunity to make world-changing things. However, they face a similar

conflict felt by those original 22 designers: left unchecked, history has shown that the

professional climate will shift to prioritize profit and scale.

This is evidenced by products and services that have entered the market in recent years. The past

few decades have brought about many incredible innovations. However, we have also seen a

stream of undifferentiated apps driven by advertising, observed the impact of social platforms

developed as a front for the sale of customer data, and discovered products that amplify negative

5 Ken Garland. First Things First. (Self-published, 1964).
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social behaviors. In this climate, all makers will face a time when they are asked to produce
something redundant or destructive. So what do we do?

First, the human-centered design has built-in mechanisms to look out for the human. However, it

is not foolproof. For example, makers are taught to look for three markers of a strong concept:

Do people want it?

Satisfy that, ard you have got a desirable product.

Can you make it? Do you have reason to believe the technology suggested can be developed?

If so, then your idea is feasible.

Can you build a business around it?

Then it is viable.

Got all three? Greenlight.

Yet, there have been ideas that tick all three boxes that we've now come to question. Think about

it: According to the CDC, 249 billion cigarettes were sold in the United States in 2017.6 It's a 125

billion dollar market.7 Arguably desirable, feasible, and viable. If we could go back to a point in

time when someone was deciding to commercialize tobacco, what would we tell them? Would we

inform them that smoking-related illnesses in the United States cost Americans more than $300
billion each year? Would we share that if someone they love smokes, there is a high chance that

they will lose them to a related illness? Would that change anything? Should it?

Second, these makers work in a real world, with multiple often conflicting stakeholders.

Competitive industries, budgets, lack of resources, time constraints-these are just a few

examples of driving factors that compete to be top priority. I believe that most designers and

engineers want to make "good" things. We want to make things that are ethical, sustainable, and

enable people to be more connected and loved. We also want to be competitive in the market. We

want to earn a profit. Make a name for ourselves. We want to design something breakthrough.

There is a tension between what we believe and what we believe will bring success.

6 "Economic Trends in Tobacco I CDC." Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2017.
7 "Tobacco: U.S. Market Value 2015-2020 1 Statistic." Statista, 2015.
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The phrase "First Things First" is used in situations where there is a clear priority in what needs be

addressed. As we consider the new technologies on the horizon, we must understand our values

and goals in creating successful products, services & platforms. This is not suggesting that all

innovation should be strictly what some would describe as "functional." Entertainment improves

lives. Beauty improves lives. Communities and networks improve lives. Experimentation is

important. Doing work that is motivating and enjoyable is essential. The goal of this research is to

explore how we can be competitive and compassionate, innovative and human-centered.

First things first, we need to innovate with humans in mind.
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Goals & Scope

The human-centered design approach is a powerful methodology for developing products that

are considerate of humanity. However, despite the success of empathetic design, consumer

industries continue to produce products that negatively impact human health and happiness.

These outcomes are often the result of conflict between organizational and human-centered

goals.

The purpose of this analysis is to consider how conflicting goals inhibit a human-centered

approach and lead to product failure. To achieve this objective, the analysis will address the

following research questions:

Research Question 1: How do conflicting goals manifest in product development?

Research Question 2: How do conflicting goals inhibit the product design process?

The findings presented in this thesis aim to improve the outcomes of the design process by

identifying gaps in design-driven methodologies. This leads to a third research objective:

Research Question 3: How can the lessons learned from the case study influence the future of

product development?

In order to achieve these objectives, we seek to learn from a past product failure, the 2000-2001

Firestone tire recall. The analysis seeks to learn from the Firestone failure to improve the

outcomes of the product development process in the future. The resulting work is organized into

the following topics: Conflicting goals in product development; goal conflict and the inhibition of

human-centered outcomes, with emphasis on case study learnings; and conclusions with

comments on potential future work.
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11. Developing New Ideas

Design is the most common way that consumers interact with the output of the creative process.

Some interactions with design are tangible, such as transfering clothes from a washing machine

to the dryer, opening a can of tomatoes, or using an app on a smartphone. Others are less overt,

such as the design of an organizational structure or business strategy.

The process of creating new, discrete offerings to meet a the needs of consumers is know as

Human-Centered Design. The design process, in its most basic form, is the scientific method that

most learn in grade school: observe, hypothesize, experiment. Designers observe a phenomenon,

often referred to as a "need," that leads to the development of a question and hypothesis. The

resulting concepts are tested with users. The process is iterative, with the feedback from each

test informing the next hypothesis and round of ideas.' This process leads to the creation of an

output, from physical products to system design, that addresses the needs of its stakeholders.

Building a great product in a real-world context is exceedingly complex. In a competitive market,

designers must consider multiple stakeholders, work within budget constraints, and often rely on

external systems to manufacture and distribute their products, platforms, and services. And, while

designers do their best, predicting how consumers will use and abuse a product is guessing at

best. In addition to the uncertainty of development, the culture of innovation is fast. Move fast and

break things.9 Design Sprint. 24-hour hacks. There is added pressure for decision makers to move

quickly to keep up in a competitive market. This mindset is a badge of honor for many disruptive

companies, and a reality for most working to remain competitive in a rapidly changing market.

As mentioned in the motivation for this research, design work does not take place in a vacuum.

Real-world application of the process often encounters contradictory requirements from multiple

stakeholders and challenging parameters. This work seeks to understand how these "conflicting

goals" interfere with the product development process and inhibit prioritization of the human

needs.

' Karl T. Ulrich, Steven D Eppinger, and Maria C. Yang. Product Design and Development, (McGraw-Hill
Education, 2016).
9 Mike Deerkoski, "Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerherg and His Company's Motto", (Wikimedia Commons,
2014)
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Conflicting Goals in Human-Centered Design

Contradictory forces in business is not a new concept. They exist at an organizational level:

Engineering hopes for technical superiority, business development wants a product they can price

competitively, customer service wants consistency in quality. They can also exist within an

individual: You want to advance your career, and you also want to be at home for dinner with your

family. Goal conflict occurs when two equally worthy goals inhibit each other; the objective of one

goal seems to interfere with the achievement of another goal.

In this case, we consider the conflict between organizational goals and value-driven goals.

Value-driven goals are actionable ways that a company expresses its commitment to important

values, for example, ethical practices, sustainability, or community contribution. Goals that stem

from these values can be complex, such as "create a culture where all employees can express

their opinion" or they can also involve so-called wicked problems, such as "reduce the use of

single use plastic." The human-centered design process assumes a value-driven goal of creating

an output that solves a user need.

However, the use of this approach does not guarantee a human-centered product-the goal of

creating quality product must compete with other individual and organizational goals. Individual

goals may stem from a wide-range of human motivations; these are highly personal and can

range from concrete goals, such a desire to be promoted, to more complex, emotional goals,

such as a need for control. Organizational goals are defined by a combination of internal factors,
such as financial and human capital, and external factors, such as demand, competitors, and the

state of the economy. For example, if a company is working to create a product that is safe and

low cost, and they know that their competitor is also working to bring a product to market, they

will face conflicting goals: build a high quality product, get there first.

Conflicting goals are present throughout the entire design process. For the purpose of this

analysis, observations are focused on organizational goals at a critical stage of the process:

defining design requirements.

Design Requirements

Before you can begin generating solutions, you must define the bounds of your exploration. These

parameters, or design requirements, outline the important characteristics a design must possess

14



in order to be considered successful.10 Design requirements are critical to product development;

they represent stakeholder needs during concept generation and shape testing as concepts

proceed to prototyping and production.

Human-centered design advises that design requirements are selected from three primary

sources: research of user needs, engineering or technical limitations, and competitive analysis.

Typically, a designer will map design requirements to observed and expressed customer needs

and engineering considerations, and then prioritize requirements based on competitors or

product-market fit.

The ideal design process considers what users desire a product to be. In an environment of

conflicting goals, many other voices contribute to that description. Some examples of influences

include:

* Competition: Presence of a competitor may present the need to drive down cost margins

to be competitive in the market, or accelerate the timeline to be the first into production.

* State of the company: Related to competition, availability of financial and and human

capital can influence design.

* Partnerships, vendors, and customers: For example, limitations from a prefered vendor or

commitment to a long standing partnership.

* Reputation and history: Requirements may be limited by "what we've always done" or

efforts to maintain an image or reputation.

* Aspirations: Developing a new technology is an exciting process, and can motivate a team

to strive for a certain type of solution.

* Company culture: Standard practices and expectations communicated explicitly or

implicitly to employees.

Goals stemming from these categories often present latent design requirements. I propose that

design requirements are a product of both user needs and the relevant organizational goals.

It's important to note that none of these goals are inherently negative influences-A

human-centered product can also aspire to be incredibly profitable or first to market. However,

potential for negative outcomes is increased when conflicting goals are not recognized, or are

C Ulrich, Eppinger, Yang. Product Design and Development, 94-103.
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prioritized to the detriment of product quality, viability, or safety. For example, a product driven by

competition that doesn't consider the human needs, or a product focused on a virtuous goal, such

as sustainability, that is unsuccessful because of high production costs or barriers to adoption.

To learn more about prioritization of design requirements due to conflicting goals, we look to the

Firestone case.

16



I11. Case Study: Firestone Tires

The Firestone case reveals several areas where product development, quality control, and product

success teams failed to protect their consumer and produce the best possible product. However,

reading page after page of testimony and internal communication drives home an important

point: none of the engineers or managers intended to do harm. Instead, they were engaged in a

process and environment rife with conflicting goals.

The objective of this chapter is to understand how a company committed to safety encountered

such a tragic product failure. We focus in on the Design Requirements stage, and consider how

goal conflict inhibited the design process and contributed to the failure of the affected tires.

Following the background on the case, the analysis is divided into two sections: Analysis of the

tire's design and defect and observations regarding the recall and Firestone's response.

Background

The investigative staff at KHOU collected evidence for two months before going to air. Where

most had seen a random string of accidents caused by driver error or misuse, the Texas news

station saw a correlation that was too strong to be a coincidence. The investigation began when

Anna Werner, a journalist who (along with a producer and photojournalist) went on to win a

Peabody Award" for the report, received a tip from a small claims lawyer. In the report, Werner

described a connection between Bridgestone/Firestone tires failures and Ford Explorer rollovers,

identifying 30 related fatalities. The viewer's response was overwhelming. After the report aired,

the station was inundated with calls and emails from viewers who had similar problems with their

vehicles. The report hit home, not only with viewers but within KHOU-many staffers drove

vehicles with affected tires."

In response to the investigative report, the U.S. Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) opened an

official investigation. The response to the report, now being aired nationwide news, confirmed

what KHOU had believed: an abnormal number of failures in Firestone Radial ATX, ATX 11, and

Wilderness tires manufactured after 1991. With 90 reported cases of tire failure at the time

investigation, the tires subject to investigation had been involved in 33 crashes, 27 injuries, and 4

""Treading on Danger?," Peabody Awards, 2000.
12 Al Tompkins, "Breaking the Big One," Poynter, August 02, 2002.
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fatalities." " The ODI issued a consumer advisory, informing the public of the investigation, and
asking consumers who were not covered by the initial recall to check their tires, wear seatbelts,
and drive primarily on roads with low speed limits." The ODI investigation eventually led to a
recall of 14.4 million tires, with an estimated 6.5 million of those tires still in service at the time of
recall.

A History of Recall

Unfortunately, the defect discussed in this work is not the first time that Firestone has

encountered product failure with tragic consequences. 20 years before the recall of ATX, ATX It,
and Wilderness AT tires, a catastrophic defect in the Firestone 500 led to the death of 41
Americans.16

Pneumatic radial tires were first introduced in Europe by the Michelin brothers in 1948. Over the
next 20 years, radial tires became the standard for new vehicles outside the United States:
Michelin, Bridgestone, Pirelli, and Continental became leaders in France, Japan, Italy, and
Germany respectively.1 However, U.S. tire companies resisted the new technology that would
disrupt current design and manufacturing facilities. They created new versions of the older form
of tires and advertised heavily against foreign technology, despite their improved durability and

efficiency.

The 1970s brought about a gasoline crisis in the United States. Gas prices rose rapidly and with it,
the number of Americans buying foreign-made vehicles equipped with radial tires. Having resisted
the technology, the American manufacturers were utterly unprepared to supply drivers with

replacement tires. 8

When Firestone recognized that they couldn't resist the radial tire, they moved quickly to bring
their own competitive product to market. The Firestone 500, the company's first radial offering,

"Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 1.
1ODI Investigation, See Appendix A
15 ODI Consumer Advisory, See Appendix A
16 Larry Kramer, "U.S. Seeks Firestone 500 Recalls," The Washington Post. July 09, 1978.
1 Donald N. Sull, "The Dynamics of Standing Still: Firestone Tire & Rubber and the Radial Revolution."
Business History Review 73, no. 03 (1999): 430-464.
1 Richard S. Tedlow, Denial: Why Business Leaders Fail to Look Facts in the Face--and What to Do about It.
(New York: Portfolio/Penguin, 2011).
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was cobbled together on an assembly line designed to manufacture the older model bias-ply

tires. Consequently, Firestone 500 tires failed at a 2.5x higher rate than any other previous

Firestone products, leading to a recall of 9 million tires. The financial impact of the Firestone 500

failure led to massive layoffs and the company posting a $100 million loss. In order to stay afloat,

Firestone was acquired by Bridgestone Corporation of Japan in 1988.9

Components of a Radial Tire

The Firestone 500 failure resulted from low quality components due to use of modified plant

equipment that was not equipped to build the intricate radial designs. First introduced in Europe,

pneumatic tires replaced solid rubber tires in the late 1800s. Over the next seventy years, radial

tires design evolved to become the complex, engineered product that it is today. Typical radial

tires are comprised of twenty or more physical and chemical components, including rubber

compounds, wire, synthetic cord, and other chemical compounds, such as sulfur to assist in

vulcanization. The design and combination of these components enable manufacturers to

customize their product to specifications in order to achieve complex-and often

contradictory-performance goals.20

Radial tires are assembled in layers or "plies." Key plies are as follows:

* Inner ply: an thin layer engineered to reduce the amount of air that can seep through the

other layers. This layer makes the tire effectively air-tight.

* Body ply: a rubberized layer containing reinforcing cord. These cords are arranged radially

from bead to bead, setting them at a 900 angle to the centerline of the tread. Both the

inner and body plies are applied and spliced around a drum.

* Bead: bunched wires formed into hoops. The beads give the tire its structure inside the

rim of the wheel. The beads are placed on either edge of the drum, and the outer edges of

the inner and body plies are folded over, forming the tire's inner structure.

* Side wall: two sheets of thick, sidewall rubber are applied to the outer edges of the

assembly.

1 Firestone's management remained in place, operating out of their headquarters in Akron, Ohio. For the
purpose of this analysis, I will refer to Bridgestone/Firestone as "Firestone" unless clarification is necessary.
20 Alan N. Gent, Joseph D. Walter. The Pneumatic Tire. (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2006), 2-10.
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At this point, the edges of the tire are pneumatically brought toward each other and the assembly

is filled with air. A roller placed at each edge rolls the sidewalls in. Next, the belt layers are applied.

See Radial Tire Assembly figure below.

9 Inner belt: brass-plated steel cords are coated with a thin layer of "skim rubber" to reduce

corrosion and fatigue. The resulting sheet is cut into strips at an angle to form a belt.

* Outer belt: cut with the cords running in an opposite angle, a second belt is applied to the

first. Belt widths and cord angles determine the tire's handling and the vehicle's

performance and ride." The inner-belt gauge is determined by thickness of the skim

rubber that was applied to the belt cords.

* Belt Wedge: On some radial tires, a thin strip of rubber is placed under the edge of the

outer belt to reduce interply friction at the belt edge.

* Belt-edge insert: contoured rubber strips under the edge of the inner belt to assist in belt

contour and protect the body ply from friction from the belt edges.

" Tread: outermost layer that will receive the tread pattern during the vulcanization process.

The tread is formulated to provide "a balance between wear, traction, handling and rolling

resistance" to achieve the performance goals.

" Some tire designs also include additional layers, such as subtread, undertread, nylon cap

plies or cap strips. These plies are not critical to this analysis.

Relationship With Ford

The 100-year Ford-Firestone relationship began as a friendship between Henry Ford and Harvey

Firestone. The two men became close business associates as their professional endeavors grew,
22 with Firestone supplying tires for 40% of Ford's vehicle production at the time of the recall.

According to Phil Pacsi, the director of brand and retail marketing for Bridgestone-Firestone

consumer tires, Ford was Firestone's largest customer.

21 Gent and Walter, The Pneumatic Tire, 9-10.
22 James D. Newton, Uncommon Friends: Life with Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, Harvey Firestone, Alexis
Carrel, & Charles Lindbergh, (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989).
23 Tim Keenan, "Ford-Firestone Relationship 'tested' but Continues." WardsAuto, December 04, 2011.
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NHTSA

It's also helpful to highlight the relationship between tire and vehicle manufacturers and the

government agencies that handle safety standards. In 1966, Congress began addressing growing

concerns about highway safety. This led to the creation of the U.S. Department of Transportation

and the eventual establishment of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA).

NHTSA is a federal government agency that partners with local and state governments to define

and enforce federal motor vehicle safety standards. One important part of NHTSA's responsibility

is managing product recall.

According to testimony by Dr. Sue Bailey, administrator of NHTSA, "When the agency's screening

process identifies a possible safety defect, our Office of Defects Investigations takes steps to

open an investigation as a preliminary evaluation. We inform the manufacturer and the public at

this time. If our review of the information at the end of a preliminary evaluation suggests that

further evaluation is warranted, we move the investigation to a second stage, the engineering

analysis." If warranted, NHTSA will inform consumers and mandate a product recall."

Design & Defect of the ATX, ATX I and Wilderness Tires

The Radial ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness tires2" were developed for use on Ford light trucks and

sport utility vehicles. The ATX and ATX 11 tires were designed in the late-1 980s and saw a slight

redesign in 1994 to improve the rolling resistance of the tire. These tires were initially produced in

Firestone's Joliette and Wilson plants. Following the redesign, Firestone's Decatur plant began

producing the ATX tires, ramping up production to provide 84% of the ATX tires by 1996.

Firestone also designed the Wilderness tire, which replaced the ATX tires for Ford Explorers

beginning in 1996.26

Firestone manufactured both standard-load and extra-load versions of these tires for Ford.

Typically, trucks were equipped with extra-load tires and passenger vehicles were fitted with

standard-load tires. Ford's newest SUV straddled both categories. The vehicle manufacturer

24 U.S. Senate. Firestone Tire Recall. Sept. 12, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Dr. Sue Bailey, Administrator
of NHTSA.
25 Hereinafter referred to as affected tires.
26 Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 3.
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ultimately chose a standard-load, passenger tire to be factory-standard on the Explorer. Standard

load tires required a lower inflation pressure, which helped provide a softer ride for passengers.

The meteoric success of the Ford Explorer drove production of the ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness

AT tires throughout the 1990S.27

When Ford approached Firestone to design a tire for the Explorer, they shared specifications of

the vehicle as well as tire specifications for speed, durability, ride and handling. It's important to

note that Ford, following industry standard practice, considers these to be performance

specifications, rather than design specifications. Ford President, John Nasser testified to this fact,

stating that "tire manufacturers have complete control and responsibilities for the design,

construction, composition and workmanship and materials."28

Product Failure

The affected tires suffered from belt-leaving-belt tread separations.29 This causes the outer belt

and tread to separate and "peel" off, exposing the underlying belt structure. When this occurs, the

tire is no longer able to apply sufficient friction to the road surface, and the vehicle becomes

extremely difficult to control. This defect is particularly deadly for two reasons: First, the

separation most commonly occurs at highway speeds, when the tires are subject to high

centrifugal forces." Second, these tires were primarily installed as OEM tires on sport utility

vehicles, which are prone to rollover accidents in situations involving a loss of control due to tire

failure.

Engineering analysis of the affected tires was conducted by Dr. Sanjay Govindjee, an outside

expert hired by Firestone, as well as independently by NHTSA. Both reports were used as

evidence to identify the following factors that contributed to the failure.

Belt wedge & inner-belt gauge

Radial tires gain their structure from the two-belt structure within the rubber of the tread. These

two belts are divided at each sidewall by a thin strip or "wedge" of rubber. Belt wedges are used to

27 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Opening statement, Rep. Edward J. Markey.
21 Ibid., Testimony of John Nasser, CEO of Ford Motor Company. (171)
29 Hereinafter referred to as "tread separation."
30Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 8.
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distribute the shearing forces to surrounding components and reduce heat from belt friction.

Tread separation occurs when cracks propagate in the belt wedge and allow the skim rubber of

the two belts to separate. The aforementioned cracks and separation allow air and moisture to

seep through and create a gap between the two belt layers.

Both Firestone's and NHTSA's expert analysis found differences in these components based on

where they were manufactured. It's also concerning that Firestone set the standard for the wedge

gauge dimension in the "green" tire phase, or a tire that has not been cured, despite the fact that

the curing process has an effect on the final thickness."

The aforementioned reports also indicate that the wedge gauge and the inter-belt gauge of the

affected tires was consistently thinner than those of competitor tires. In 1995, a Ford Dealer's

report shows that Ford began to pressure Firestone to produce lighter tires. The weight reduction

was necessitated by an increased rolling resistance due to lowered inflation, to be discussed in

the coming pages. James Burdette testified in a deposition that he was given the task of lowering

the rolling resistance, which negatively impacts fuel efficiency. His investigation ruled out the

possibility of modifying the rubber compound or increasing the inflation, due to stability issues

with the Explorer. The remaining option was to reduce the weight of the tire.33 The only way to do

so is to reduce the amount of rubber and steel used in the tire's design.

News outlets hypothesize that Firestone was aware of the impact of thinning out the rubber of

wedge and inter-belt gauge. Evidence shows that Firestone made slight modifications to the

design, increasing the gauge of the belt wedge in the spring of 1998 and the inter-belt gauge in

August of 1999. These modifications may have increased the tires ability to resist catastrophic

failure. However, because the tires do not typically fail before 3 years of use, the 2000 recall took

these modified tires off the road before they aged to the point of exhibiting signs of failure. All

tires that were analyzed by Firestone, Ford and NHTSA were manufactured before the

modifications in 1998."

1 Sanjay Govindjee, Firestone Tire Failure Analysis, (2001), 33.
"Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 19.
1 Deposition of James Burdette, Ford Fuel Efficiency Engineer.
3 Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), iv.
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Shoulder pocket design

Gaps in the tread pattern where the tread meets the sidewall are referred to as shoulder pockets

or shoulder slots. The size and orientation of these gaps determine traction, wet-road handling

and tire weight. When Ford approached Firestone about a factory tire for the Explorer, they

specifically asked for a modified version of the existing ATX tire. The shoulder pocket design on

ATX and Wilderness tires was significantly different than other comparable tires, with large gaps

in the tread at the tire's shoulder. This tire was designed with completely different specifications:

it had a wide footprint and reinforced sidewalls to enable use as a "flotation tire" on RVs. 35 This

design was optimized to run at a lowered inflation, which expands the section of tread that is in

contact with the ground. This enables the tire to "float" over loose dirt and sand in off-road and

farming conditions.

Ford "liked the look" of the tire, with its aggressive looking tread design and wide footprint, and

believed that it would help sell the.image of the Explorer." The use of this aggressive tread

pattern meant that the shoulder pockets were wider than is normally expected for a passenger

tire. Firestone's analysis found that this design may have contributed to the propagation of belt

wedge cracks. Further investigation by ODI confirmed that belt-wedge cracks initiated at regular

intervals corresponding to the shoulder pockets around the circumference of the affected tires."

Manufacturing facility

Tire manufacturing is a complex process. Former Bridgestone/Firestone CEO Masatoshi Ono is

quoted in a company press release saying, "A typical tire can have more than 26 components, 14

different rubber compounds and require 29 separate steps to manufacture" 38 The manufacturing

process also varies from plant to plant, with some plants utilizing different levels of automation.

The affected tires were produced in three plants: Wilson, North Carolina, Joliette, Quebec, and

Decatur, Illinois. During the investigation, Firestone submitted production and claims data to the

court. The provided data indicated that production of the affected tires was split evenly between

1s U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Robert J. Wyant, Vice President, Quality
Assurance for Firestone, 138.
36 James Gardner Deposition, Firestone Product Analysis Engineer. 50:8-18.
3 Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 22.
11 Krueger and Mas, "Strikes, Scabs, and Tread Separations: Labor Strife and the Production of Defective
Bridgestone/Firestone Tires," 260.
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the three plants, but the claims data suggested that quality varied from plant to plant. Tires built in

the Decatur plant failed twice as often as those built in the Wilson plant, and seven times more

often than product from the Joliette plant."

Issues in Decatur

Research has indicated three potential issues that may have contributed to the higher incidence

of defective tires produced in Decatur, Illinois: labor strikes, inconsistent manufacturing

processes, and use of outdated materials.

Union

Union issues at the Decatur plant affected the workforce that produced the affected tires. Strike

from mid-1 994 through 1996. In 1994, Bridgestone/Firestone proposed changes to the union

agreement, insisting that the plant move to 12-hour hour rotating shifts, with the plant open

24-hours, 7 days a week, as well as adjustments to pay rates, vacation time, and health care

contributions. Plant workers refused to agree to the new terms but continued to work for three

months without a contract. In July of 1994, the United Rubber Workers (URW) announced a strike.

Bridgestone/Firestone immediately brought in replacement workers to operate the plant through

the strike. By May of 1995, the plant employed 1,048 replacement workers and 371 of the

permanent workers who had crossed the picket line to return to work.40

At the trial, Congressman Dingell from Michigan raised concerns about the areas within the plant

that were staffed with replacement workers. In response, Firestone submitted a document to the

record that shows replacement workers were used in all areas of the plant, supervised by salaried

employees and permanent workers who crossed the picket lines. All replacement workers were

trained using one-on-one supervised work, where an experienced worker would work with the

trainee until he was satisfied with the quality of the work. The nature of this method is subjective,

so the extent of the training is unknown.4 '

In of 1995, the union workers in Decatur agreed to return to work, unconditionally accepting the

changes that Bridgestone/Firestone set in their April'94 agreement. This decision was driven by

30 Krueger and Mas, "Strikes, Scabs, and Tread Separations: Labor Strife and the Production of Defective
Bridgestone/Firestone Tires," 256.
40Ibid., 258.
41 Memo re: Decatur Replacement Workers, See Appendix A
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the threat of a Decertification Election, in which workers could vote to remove the union, and a

lack of funds to pay strike benefits to the workers who had been without a paycheck for almost a

year.42

When workers returned to work, they came back to 12-hour shifts, changes to pay and benefits,
and worked alongside non-union replacement workers and colleagues who had crossed the

picket lines. Bridgestone/Firestone continued to encounter resistance around these changes and

the decision to retain the temporary workers rather than bring back all of the workers involved in

the strike.

Ford contracted an independent analysis of the claims data. The resulting report indicated a

harsh spike in defective tire claims during the labor strike (1994-1996). This result was confirmed

by the testimony of then-CEO of Firestone, Masatoshi Ono.43 In addition to the data analysis, plant

workers spoke to news sources throughout the labor dispute about quality concerns and working

conditions.

William Newton, a retired tire builder told the New York times that it takes two years to become

skilled at his craft. When he returned to work after the strike, he found himself working alongside

"a lot of people who didn't know how to build tires"4 4

In an investigation in Texas, the Decatur plant manager testified that his plant "was not producing

the volume of tires it was expected to produce ... and waste and scrap levels were higher than the

company expected them to be"45

Manufacturing Quality Standards

During the period of time when ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness tires were produced, the Decatur plant

relied on almost entirely on manual labor. The manual nature of the process, in addition to the

issue of untrained workers, accounts for some of the variation that was discovered the product

produced in Decatur. However, the court also called into question the standards and practices of

42 Michael H. Cimini, Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 119, No. 1/2 (January/February 1996), 25-46
41 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 1 06th Cong., Testimony Of Masatoshi Ono, CEO, Bridgestone/Firestone,
109.
4 David Barboza, "Firestone Workers Cite Lax Quality Control." The New York Times. September 15, 2000.
4 Krueger and Mas, "Strikes, Scabs, and Tread Separations: Labor Strife and the Production of Defective
Bridgestone/Firestone Tires," 261.
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the Decatur plant. Firestone workers were deposed as part of the trial's investigation into

production quality in the Decatur plant. They agreed to appear before court under subpoena

pressure. These worker's testimony revealed issues with production process, plant conditions,

and unreasonable production quotas.

One major issue was revealed by the deposition of Dareld Burke, who worked in the Decatur plant

for almost 30 years. He testified that areas of the plant were not air conditioned, leading to high

humidity. These conditions are thought to have caused problems with adhesion of the various

layers of the tires and corrosion of the steel belts. In order to account for the humidity, workers

were instructed to apply a solvent to the tire in order to "refreshen the adhesiveness."46 This

process was against policy, but Firestone officials told court reporters that the decision to "swab"

tires was a judgement call and up to the plant management. The use of solvent introduced

significant opportunity for human error. In order to apply the solvent to the entire surface, workers

had to run a brush around the tire twice. Former employees reported that workers often missed

areas of the rubber, or only took one pass in order to keep up with their production quotas.47

Missed areas would not adhere to adjacent layers, leading to gaps that would initiate a

separation.

Darrell Batson, who was an inspector in the Decatur plant, testified that he was expected to

inspect 100 tires per hour. This made it difficult to give each tire a thorough inspection. As a result

of what he perceived as a significant deterioration of quality in the product, Batson stopped

buying Firestone tires from the Decatur plant, despite his employee discount. It's important to

note that he made this decision in 1992, two years before the labor disputes that began in 1994.

Other workers testified about standard practices in the Decatur plant, including puncturing

bubbles created in the manufacturing process, and storing "green" tires-tires still

mid-production-on the floor, which led to debris being "baked" into the tires as they were

finished. Many tires produced in the late 1990s were shipped without tire builder numbers

identifying the worker that built the product. Alan Hogan, a former tire builder in the Wilson plant,

46 James V. Grimaldi, Caroline Mayer, "4 Former Firestone Workers Deposed." The Washington Post. August
24, 2000.
47Adam L. Penenberg, Blood Highways: The True Story behind the Ford-Firestone Killing Machine,
(Wayzgoose Press, 2012), 66.
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shared that it was common practice for a builder to leave off their identifier if they suspected the

tire was bad.

Materials

The Decatur plan also differed from the other plants in how the raw materials were treated at

early mixing stages. In Decatur, the raw materials are mixed, extruded, and cut into pellets. These

pellets are then coated in a lubricant to prevent the pellets from clumping. In Wilson and Joliette,

the material is mixed and then calendered, a process that involves pressing the rubber compound

into sheets by feeding headed material through counter-rotating rollers. The resulting sheets are

then coated in a lubricant. The amount of lubricant introduced to the raw materials was

significantly higher at the Decatur plant due to the form factor of the rubber compound at this

stage." This affects how the belt wedge and skim rubber compounds degrade over time,

impacting the material's ability to resist crack formation and belt separation.*

One method of measuring the breakdown of these compounds is the peel adhesion test. To

complete this test, one-inch samples are collected from returned tires. The surface tread is

ground down to standardize the samples, and a razor is used to introduce a uniform "pre-crack"

between the belts. A tensile testing machine is used to measure the force required to peel each

sample apart. This test was performed by Dr. Govindjee and the results were confirmed by

independent testing by the federal investigation." The resulting data indicated:

* Samples from tires produced in the Decatur plant show lower adhesion strength

" Samples from Joliette and Wilson initially show stronger adhesion. However, as these

tires age, the adhesion characteristics converge with those of the Decatur tires. This

happens more rapidly in tires from hot climates. After 3-4 years, tires from all plants show

peel adhesion characteristics similar to those from Decatur.

* Samples from a comparable peer, the Goodyear Wrangler RT/S, were also tested. The

Goodyear tire at a given age maintained higher adhesion than all affected tires.

48 Adam L. Penenberg, Blood Highways: The True Story behind the Ford-Firestone Killing Machine,
(Wayzgoose Press, 2012), 155.
* Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S.
DOT NHTSA Office of Defects Investigation, October 2001), 28.
50 Ibid., (23).
51 Sanjay Govindjee, Firestone Tire Failure Analysis, (2001), 45-46.
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Climate

The majority of tread separation claims were filed in southern states. This is due to greater

degradation of materials in the belt-tread area of the affected tires. These materials degrade over

time due to exposure to heat and oxidation, which are present in greater quantities in southern

regions. In his investigation, Dr. Govindjee found that "materials from tires in southern climates

have reduced ductility (extensibility) and higher stiffness." This observation held true regardless of

the tested tire's condition or age; the same tests were performed on both in-service tires, and tires

without any tread wear, such as a new, lightly used, or spare tires."

This observation is supported by the failures reported in foreign markets with warm climates.

These markets will be discussed further in a later section. The foreign market failures prompted

Ford and Firestone to conduct a joint "Southwest Survey," collecting samples of the affected tires

from four dealerships in the southwestern United States. The survey collected 243 tires from 63

vehicles to be inspected by Firestone representatives. Only seven of the 243 tires collected were

cut open in order to inspect the belt-edge for separation. Of the seven tires inspected, six showed

separation. In spite of this finding, Firestone sent a memo to Ford indicating that the survey did

not reveal a defect." This finding was reiterated by Ford president John Nasser in his testimony.

Nasser testified that the survey was co-sponsored by both Ford and Firestone, and that no defect

was found.54 Four days before NHTSA launched their investigation, Robert Martin, Firestone VP

for Quality Assurance sent a memo to Ford stating that "Examination of [tires collected as part of

the Southwest Survey] revealed no deficiencies. Tires performed as expected."55

Operating Temperature - Overloading & Underinflation

A key specification of tire design is rolling resistance, the measure of the effort required to keep a

tire rolling on a surface. Rolling resistance is best described as "the amount of energy consumed

by a rolling tire." The energy consumed by the tire is converted to heat, increasing the operating

temperature, specifically in the belt-edge region. Increased operating temperature accelerates the

5 Sanjay Govindjee, Firestone Tire Failure Analysis, (2001), 23-24.
s Summary of Firestone Tire Inspection Trip 6/8/99 to 6/17/99 as quoted in Engineering Analysis Report
and Initial Decision Regarding EA00-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires, (U.S. DOT NHTSA Office of Defects
Investigation, October 2001), 5.
s1 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of John Nasser, CEO of Ford Motor Company,
144.

Ibid., 104.
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degradation of the materials in the belt-tread area and reduces the material's ability to resist crack

formation and propagation. In addition to the heat, increased resistance also affects fuel

efficiency.56 This resistance is affected by inflation pressure, tire load and speed of travel. The rate

at which these factors increase the rolling resistance (and therefore operating temperature) is a

result of tire design. In this investigation, the internal operating temperature was measured by an

embedded thermocouple in the belt-edge region. This testing indicated that the affected tires

were more sensitive to changes in inflation, load, and speed compared to peer tires.

Underinflation

There are two major questions about inflation of the affected tires. First, was the tire pressure

selected by Ford a reasonable standard for Firestone to approve? Second, what was the expected

consumer behavior regarding inflation?

The vehicle manufacturer is responsible for setting the cold tire inflation standard for their vehicle.

This standard is a complex balance between the technical requirements of the vehicle such as

stability and handling, and the desires of the consumer, such as ride and gas mileage. The tire

manufacturer relies on the vehicle manufacturer to make a judgement based on the vehicle's

overall performance.57

In the case of the affected tires, Firestone recommends up to 35 pounds per square inch (PSI).

However, Ford recommends an inflation of 26 PSI. According to Firestone testimony, 26 PSI is an

acceptable inflation, but it decreases the margin of safety.58 Testing data and email

correspondence indicate that Ford lowered the recommended PSI after they had selected the

affected tires as factory standard equipment.59 This change was recommended by the

engineering team at Ford to compensate for shortcomings with the design of the early Explorer. 0

The lower PSI increased the driver's experience of understeer, which is a situation where a vehicle

56 Gent and Walter, The Pneumatic Tire, 477.
s'U.S. Senate. Firestone Tire Recall. Sept. 12, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of John Lampe, EVP
Bridgestone/Firestone, 1242.
5 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Gary Crigger, EVP of Bus. Planning, Firestone,
115.
s1 Internal Emails at Ford, See Appendix A
60 Internal memos between Ford engineers discussed issues with the Explorer's stability. In order to
increase the stability and reduce the chance of a rollover, Ford had to either adjust the width of the axel and
length of the wheelbase, or lower the vehicle with decreased inflation pressure. The former would have
delayed production of the first run. Ford opted to decrease inflation pressure.
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turns less sharply than intended, and decreased the "cornering confidence." Both changes were

seen as ways to "discourage aggressive driving" that would put the Explorer at risk of rollover,

and increase the likelihood that the Explorer would pass Consumer Union testing."1 Ford viewed

these adjustments as ways to increase the Explorer's stability. However, the lower tire pressure

increased the rolling resistance of the the tire, leading to higher internal temperatures and

compromised belt adhesion. James Gardner, Firestone's Director of Product Analysis from

1982-2000, testified that "running the tire at 26 psi will put more internal stress on the tire."6 2

These adjustments lowered the factor of safety, making it more likely that consumer behavior

would put the tires at risk for catastrophic failure.

The discrepancy between the two standards also affected safety testing. Documents show that

standard safety testing was executed Firestone on the affected tires inflated to 30 PSI. Ford was

responsible for more specific tests at their recommended load and inflation. However, their

records indicate that many of these tests were run on a Ford F-1 50, rather than the Ford Explorer.
63 According to testimony, Ford conducted these tests on a "pickup truck that was modified to

reflect the weight distribution" of an Explorer. However, there's some question about the validity

of these tests, as it does not accurately represent the axel, wheel base, or center of gravity

characteristics of the Explorer.64

Ford later requested Firestone perform high speed tests at their recommended inflation of 26 PSI

These computerized tests are conducted by placing the tire in question against a drum that would

"step" up the speed of the tire spin -6mph at a time. Once the speed reached mid-eighties, the

test would remain at each speed setting for 10 minutes. Test results indicate that the affected

tires fail after only 5-6 minutes at the top speed of 112mph.65

The importance of proper inflation was discussed throughout the September 2000 hearings.

Both Ford and Firestone leadership expressed that opinion that underinflated tires will not

perform as expected. It is known that consistent operation at lower inflation will increase the

61 Ford Explorer Stability Testing, See Appendix A
62 James Gardner Deposition, Firestone Product Analysis Engineer.
63 Ford Tire Test Report, See Appendix A
64 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony Of Helen O.Petrauskas, VP, Environment And
Safety Engineering, Ford Motor Company, 1273.
65 Ford High Speed Testing, See Appendix A
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operating temperature of the tires, causing them to age prematurely. This type of operation is

recognized to be common consumer behavior, but is considered "misuse" by the manufacturer.

It's worth noting that Firestone testified that underinflation was a major contributing factor, and

that the Southwest Survey indicated numerous tires in the "teens."66 However, documentation of

the survey shows that only 9 out of the 243 tires collected had an inflation pressure below 20 PSI.

The average inflation of the collected tires was 26.6 PSI.67

Load & Speed

Beyond underinflation, the operating temperature for the affected tires was also affected by the

load of the vehicle, and the speed of travel. For example, tires wear up to 30 percent faster when

operated at 65mph rather than 55 miles per hour. The Ford explorer was designed to look like a

truck and was classified as a Light Truck. Like many SUVs, the Explorer was advertised as a

vehicle that could go from neighborhood to offroad. However, owners used it like a passenger

vehicle, spending significant time fully loaded with family passengers and traveling at highway

speeds.

Learning from Failure

Firestone executives testified over and over the Firestone's number one priority is to produce

durable and dependable tires. They stated the critical importance of consumer safety. Yet, when

their product failed their consistent explanation was consumer misuse.

Impact to design requirements

As discussed in previous sections, Firestone's position was that failure was caused by driving on

underinflated tires, traveling in hot climates, or driving at highway speeds for long distances. If the

tires failed due to the ways that is was used by the consumer, then who were they built for? Put

plainly, when you consider the limitations of the tire, it seems like Firestone had the design

requirements all wrong.

66U.S. Senate. Firestone Tire Recall. Sept. 12, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Robert J. Wyant, Vice
President, Quality Assurance for Firestone, 109.
67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey, See Appendix A
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Based on my understanding of the tire's design, it seems like Firestone sourced the majority of

design requirements from the following organizational goals:

Commitment to maintaining long-held relationships

Ford was Firestone's biggest customer, and the Ford Explorer was a major source of demand. As

discussed beginning on page 20, Firestone complied with Ford's request for a hybrid design that

looked like a truck tire, but performed in passenger-car conditions. This led to a design that

featured an aggressive shoulder slot, wider footprint, and lowered inflation, all factors that later

proved to contribute to unsafe operating conditions.

Firestone did not protest when Ford to set an inflation standard that was much lower than the

ideal pressure for tire performance. However, proper inflation became a constant source of

disagreement when the case went to trial. Firestone's response throughout testimony indicates

that they may have known that 26 PSI was too low, but did not address the issue until the

company was in crisis due to failing product.

Competition

Firestone was Ford's largest supplier, but they were not the only company providing tires for the

Explorer. Firestone didn't have much of a profit margin on the tires, as evidenced by the Ford

Dealer report mentioned on page 22, but they had much better margins on replacement tires. It's

reasonable to believe that when a most drivers replaced their tires, they just asked to replace their

tires with "whatever is currently on there." It was in Firestone's best interest to be the tire that

rolled off the assembly line with the Ford Explorer.

Company Culture

Firestone had a formula for competitive success: they focused on their competitors and large

customers. The result was a company culture that was biased toward action rather than analysis.

Consequently, Firestone moved fast to design the tire that Ford wanted for the Explorer, rather

than the tire the Explorer needed. Success was defined as "selling to Ford" rather than providing

the end customer with a tire they could trust. Throughout the development of the affected tires,

we observe Firestone making design changes and then following up with testing that proved the

effectiveness of the change. For example, the belt wedge and skim rubber gauge, discussed on
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page 21 and 22 was altered, but there's no evidence that this change was tested until the recall

investigation demanded it.

Insufficient design requirements

The design of the ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness AT suggests that Firestone struggled to consider

how the tires would be used by drivers. Firestone focused on Ford as the primary stakeholder,

designing reactively to their individual change requests. This led to several design changes that

contributed to the failure of the affected tires when real-world customer behavior was introduced.

This situation could have been significantly improved by consideration of both the constraints

provided by Ford and the constraints of providing a reasonable factor of safety. Ford asked for an

off-road type tire, but consumers were driving Explorers like station wagons-for hundreds of

miles at highway speeds. What would have changed if Firestone's engineers and management

thought about their design in context of how their mother, boss, or teenage neighbor would use

the product?

The conflict between what the organizational influences and user behavior indicate that the

prioritization of design requirements led to a lower quality product and tragic loss of life.

Tolerances

In addition to the influence of goals on design requirements, it's worth considering how conflicting

goals impacted the tire design's tolerances. A product or system's tolerance is the allowable

amount of variation that a design can handle and still maintain quality and safety. Tolerances are

a key consideration in design requirements, especially in an engineered product, such as a tire.

Court records provide significant discussion of exact operating conditions that consumers should

maintain for safe operation. Unfortunately, the design of the tire removed any margin for error in

these areas. By accepting the constraints that Ford provided, Firestone passed those limitations

on to the manufacturing plants and eventually, to the consumer.

Low tolerance for error and the Decatur plant

Firestone faced intense challenges in the Decatur plant. The 38-year-old facility was in desperate

need of renovation. Without the upgrades, the facility itself introduced the likelihood of product

defects. The building was not able to control heat and humidity, a key condition in the production

of tires. The older facility also relied entirely on outdated process and manual labor, which
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increased production time, opportunity for human error, and amounts of solvents introduced to

the rubber. The plant condition and lack of production automation also introduced harsh working

conditions for workers. This, along with hard-nosed union negotiations from Bridgestone

headquarters, led to labor strikes and untrained replacement workers.

Deposition of Decatur employees, as referenced in the discussion beginning on page 24, indicated

that production was highest priority, and leadership took the "path of least resistance" to maintain

the number of tires coming off the line: pushing workers to produce more tires by any means

necessary. This is highlighted by their stories about the transition to 12-hour shifts to increase

production numbers of non-automated production line, and the use of solvents to account for

humidity-induced adhesion issues. It's also supported by the testimony of former inspectors who

were expected to approve approximately 100 tires per hour. During the 1994-1996 labor strikes,

Firestone was not able to negotiate the union agreement-which was unlike any other plant

producing similar product-and chose to bring in replacement workers. When the union offered to

unconditionally come back to work in 1996, Firestone chose to keep many of the replacement

workers. The replacement workers entered into employment under different contracts, and

reinstating the experienced workers would force Firestone to pay large pensions upon their

retirement.

The state of the Decatur plant should have influenced the design requirements. Firestone

leadership was aware of the working conditions and difference in manufacturing methods. The

design of a product should leave appropriate margin for error in consideration of manufacturing

methods and variance in consumer use.

We now return to the case study, to consider how these design requirements influenced

Firestone's response to the product recall.

Recall & Response

The American public became aware of the Firestone-Ford issue in 2000, beginning with the KHOU

report in early February. Before going to air, reporters from KHOU spoke with representatives

from Firestone, who expressed "full confidence in their tires" and Ford officials, who suggested

that the issues "may be due to driver error." NHTSA told the station that they had no evidence of a

disproportionate number of Firestone tires involved in Ford rollover accidents. KHOU went to air
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anyway, feeling that the evidence was too strong to withhold the information from American

drivers.68 The report prompted Firestone to issue a statement to KHOU, stating that "no court or

jury has ever found any deficiency in these tires"19

The report led to nationwide attention and a spike in consumer complaints to NHTSA. A month

after the KHOU report, NHTSA launched an initial inquiry into the issue. A full investigation of 47

million ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness Firestone tires followed in May 2000.

Exposure of defect

The nature of the defect was internal-there are no external indicators of the likelihood of a

belt-leaving-belt tread separation. The affected tires often looked just fine. The danger of this

situation is illustrated by a Texas driver's recollection of a tread separation experience. The

following was submitted as part of an accident report submitted to NHTSA in 1997:

"I heard about several accidents with [the affected tires] and had mine checked by a tire

company and Firestone ... In late July, I had air conditioning work done at Penske and

asked about the tires and was told they were fine. The tread appeared in good shape.

As I was driving home, the tread came off and I lost control of the vehicle and hit an

18-wheeler ... From what I understand, the naked eye cannot detect the defective tire." 70

However, this does not mean that Ford, Firestone, and regulatory agencies were not alerted to a

potential problem long before the consumer complaints reached a critical level in the United

States in 2000. The issue with the affected tires was brought into the public eye in February, but

evidence suggests that the defect was discovered much earlier.

Problems Overseas

The Ford Explorer, equipped with Firestone tires, was involved in recall-like behavior in two other

regions prior to the investigation in the United States: Saudi Arabia and Venezuela.

68 Kathy Brittain McKee, Marcie Hinton, Larry F. Lamb. Applied Public Relations: Cases in Stakeholder
Management. Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group (2015).
69 Firestone Statement to KHOU, See Appendix A
7 Customer Complaint Letter, See Appendix A
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Saudi Arabia

Engineers from both companies investigated an increased number of tread separations in the

Saudi region in 1999. The report71 concludes that tire use was significantly more extreme than

typical driver behavior in the United States. Priority performance requirements in the United States

include: weight, rolling resistance (a factor in fuel efficiency), ride, and handling on wet roads and

snow. In the Saudi region, tires were subjected to harsher conditions and had an increased

likelihood of failure. These conditions include:

" High ambient temperature

o Sustained summer temperatures above 1050 F

" Off-road/rough road use

o 25% of inspected tires show evidence of exterior tire damage due

to harsh terrain

o Drivers were instructed to lower the inflation of their tires before driving off-road on

heavy rock or soft sand. Engineers expressed concern that a typical driver may not

remember to reinflate after returning to standard pavement.

* High speed

o Virtually no speed constraints

o Aggressive driving style, reports indicate that drivers regularly reached vehicle's

max speed (116mph) in highway conditions

The observed use conditions called for more robust tire, and engineers recommend that Ford

replace tires in this region with the Wilderness AT Special Service tire, with intent to upgrade to a

special service tire with a higher speed rating once it became available. An interoffice memo at

Ford's indicates that Ford, not Firestone, was ultimately responsible for supplying a North

American tire to Saudi Arabia and other gulf countries."

Engineers concluded that the failures in Saudi Arabia were due to misuse and poor maintenance,

not a tire defect. As a result, the replacement action in the Saudi Region was classified as a

"customer satisfaction" replacement, not a recall. According to testimony, "both companies

7 Middle East Tire Survey, See Appendix A
2 Chronology of Firestone/Ford Knowledge of Tire Safety Defect, See Appendix C
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looked at the performance of the tire ... and the technicians concluded that it was not a tire defect

that was involved here.""

Firestone testimony presented two reasons that they didn't feel a product recall was necessary:

" The affected tires in the Saudi region were 16-inch tires, compared to the 1 5-inch tires in

the United States.

" The conditions that tires were subjected to in Saudi Arabia did not exist in the United

States, therefore it was unnecessary to inform U.S. Agencies or the American public.

Firestone was not involved in the product replacement in Saudi Arabia; Firestone maintained the

position that there was not a problem with the tire, despite letters from local dealerships reporting

that tread separations on Ford Explorers were becoming "an epidemic."74 Documents submitted

to the court record revealed that Firestone was concerned about how a replacement action might

be perceived in the region, as well as concern about "complications that it could create in North

America." The memo references conversation with Ford, stating that they shared the hesitation to

conduct replacement action.75

Despite that concern, Ford did move forward with a customer satisfaction replacement program.

This took the form of an "owner notification program that allowed customers who were unhappy

or felt that their tires might be unsafe, that they could have them replaced with Goodyear tires at

no charge to the customer." This was done under recommendation of Ford's World Direct Market

Operations (WDMO) to "maintain sales momentum in the region on the Explorer. Explorer's

reputation was being tarnished by the performance of the Firestone tires.76

Venezuela

A similar issue was found in Venezuela. However, the majority of these tires were manufactured

locally with different compounds and factory standards. Firestone officials considered the

1 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Gary Crigger, EVP of Bus Planning, Firestone,
101.
14 Memo from Firestone Dubai re: Saudi Arabian tread separations, See Appendix A
7 Firestone Memo re: Gulf Countries Recall, See Appendix A
76 Tom Baughman deposition, Engineering Director for Ford's Light Truck Division. 140:1-4.
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product in Venezuela to be a different tire, exposed to different use conditions including high

speeds and high ambient temperatures.

When issues arose, Ford believed that the tires in Venezuela should be Firestone's responsibility."

Unlike the situation in Saudi Arabia where Ford made a decision to send a North American tire to

Gulf countries, the tires in Venezuela were designed for that market. There is some indication that

Ford waited to respond to the problem because they were waiting for Firestone to take action.

Firestone conducted surveys to learn more about failures in Venezuela, including implementing

programs designed to incentivize owners to come in to a dealership for a free inspection. Internal

memos indicate that these programs were designed to allow for further inspection with informing

owners of the potential issue at hand.78

As the investigation began in the United States, the situation also escalated in Venezuela. Under

pressure from the Venezuelan Consumer protection agency (INDECU), Ford began recalling

U.S.-made Firestone tires in May 2000. Three months later, after the issue in Venezuela started

making headlines in the U.S., Firestone Joined Ford in replacing the affected tires. The same

month, INDECU recommended that Ford and Firestone be prosecuted for the 46 deaths related to

the affected tires on Ford Vehicles in Venezuela.79 Ford and Firestone responded by recalling all

Venezuelan and U.S.-made tires.

State Farm Claims Reports

Samuel Boyden worked as an Associate Research Administrator at State Farm Insurance

Company in their corporate headquarters in Bloomington, Illinois. At the time of recall, Boyden's

work for the Strategic Resources Office was focused on research to assist insurance claim

agents in the field." An agent would contact the corporate office to inquire about product failure.

If Boyden had a record of similar claims being called into his office, the field agent would contact

the manufacturer of the failed product in an attempt to be reimbursed for the compensation that

State Farm sent to the insured. The primary objective of this research was related to

compensation. However, if an individual in Mr. Boyden's position felt there was a significant trend,

'7 Chronology of Firestone/Ford Knowledge of Tire Safety Defect, See Appendix C
78 Memo re: Venezuelan Tire Survey, See Appendix A
7g Anthony Depalma, "If It's Not One Thing, It's Another; Venezuela Asks Criminal Case Against Firestone
and Ford." The New York Times. September 01, 2000.
80 Devon Spurgeon, "State Farm Researcher's Sleuthing Helped Prompt Firestone Recall." The Wall Street
Journal. September 01, 2000.
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they had the ability to contact NHTSA. It's important to note that "State Farm does not report

defects. Rather, it reports claims trends that may reflect the possibility of a product defect.""' The

corporate office did not have access to all claims data, only the claims that were reported by field

agents.

NHTSA - Failure to respond

In 1998, Mr. Boyden received a call from a field agent about a tread separation. Looking into the

issue, Boyden found a total of 21 cases of tread separations since 1992, all Firestone ATX tires,

14 of the cases involving Ford Explorers. He spoke with his contact at NHTSA and followed up

with an email about the 21 cases. 2 To his knowledge, NHTSA did not act on the information. He

followed up again several times between July 1998 and December 1999, reporting a total of 66

claims called in by field agents.

State Farm doesn't share policyholder information when it reports claims to NHTSA. The normal

procedure would be for NHTSA to follow up with State Farm to get permission from policyholders

to share information so that the agency could look into the issue. NHTSA did not follow up with

Mr. Boyden, and the issue was not addressed. According to the NHTSA administrator, Dr. Bailey's

testimony, the decision to follow up on issues such as this is often left to one individual within the

agency.

The decision to trigger an investigation was not made until May 2000. According to Dr. Bailey,

there is not a standard for when an investigation should be initiated. There are different standards

for different types of products. For example, a fatality related to a tire failure would not be

grounds to launch an investigation because some tire failure is expected and accepted. Failure of

other products, such as a child seat or seat belt, where failure is not expected or acceptable,

would trigger an investigation without significant reports. 3

During the Firestone 500 recall in 1978, NHTSA had staff in contact with garages making repairs

who were trained to recognize and report product failure. Due to budget cuts over the following

81 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Samuel K. Boyden, Associate Research
Administrator, State Farm Insurance, 201.
12 Email from Sam Boyden re: Tread Separation Claims made to State Farm, See Appendix A
83U.S. Senate. Firestone Tire Recall. Sept. 12, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Dr. Sue Bailey, Administrator
NHTSA, 36.
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years, that formal position was eliminated. NHTSA relies on consumer reports to document

failure,84 and at time of trial were not able to indicate how many consumer reports regarding a tire

issue would be enough to trigger an investigation. The number of complaints filed with NHTSA

doubled after the KHOU report aired in Houston.85 The report aired in February 2000, and an initial

exploration of the issue began on March 6, 2000. The official investigation was initiated by

NHTSA on May 2, 2000, requesting information from both Ford and Firestone be submitted by

mid-June.

Critique of consumer report model

In his testimony, Mr. Boyden mentions that every vehicle's owner's manual contains a section

about how to file a complaint with NHTSA, including guidance on what NHTSA is responsible for,

and how to contact them. Recognizing what it would take for NHTSA to launch an investigation,

to hopefully trigger a response from the manufacturer, both Mr. Boyden and the staff at KHOU

encouraged consumers to file a complaint with NHTSA. In fact, In his testimony, Mr. Boyden

outlines that if "Half of the individuals that own these vehicles and had these losses ... had

contacted NHTSA, we wouldn't have to concern ourselves with my email or the news broadcast;

NHTSA would have already been made aware of this." 6

However, as Houses Representative Bart Stupak from Michigan mentioned in response to Mr.

Boyden's testimony, "when you have an accident like this, the last person on your mind is probably

NHTSA." Rather, consumers involved in an accident will contact their insurance company, vehicle

manufacturer, or tire manufacturer. And, if there is not an accident involved, consumers typically

just replace the tire, with some contacting Firestone for warranty replacement.87 In light of this

behavior, NHTSA's reliance on consumer complaints leaves considerable room for error.

84 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 1 06th Cong., Testimony of Rep. Bart Stupak.
85 U.S. Senate. Firestone Tire Recall. Sept. 12, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Dr. Sue Bailey, Administrator
of NHTSA, 28.
86 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire RecallAction, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Testimony of Samuel K. Boyden, Associate Research
Administrator, State Farm Insurance, 203.
87 Ibid., Testimony of Rep. Bart Stupak, 203.
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Learning from Recall

In the years leading up to the investigation and recall, Firestone continually claimed that their

product was without defect. We see this in the discussion of the situations in Saudi Arabia and

Venezuela, as well as in the Southwest survey conducted in the United States. This point is further

supported by Firestone testimony in early court cases. Throughout the congressional hearing,

company executives-including the VP for Quality Assurance-claimed that they didn't see the

pattern of tread separation until NHTSA opened an investigation.

Using design requirements to test for failure

The secondary use of design requirements is to drive rigorous testing. Design requirements

represent the ideal performance of a product, therefore, they make fantastic guidelines for testing

the product for failure.

When the tires began to separate, Firestone continuously reported that the failed tires were up to

their standards-no defect. Based on the evidence analyzed in the case study, I believe the design

requirements Firestone used as a measuring stick to be primarily focused on goals surrounding

their relationship with vehicle manufacturers and competitors, rather than the consumers behind

the wheel. Insufficient design requirements led to poor testing.

The Firestone considered the following factors when evaluating the success of a product:

" Performance Testing Info: Testing done at Firestone & Ford

" Tire Warranty Adjustments: Reports of tires replaced as part of a warranty claim

" Inspection in the field: Physical inspection of tires collected from customers

The limitation of this system lies in scope of information considered for signs of failure. Internal

testing and field inspections were plagued by confirmation bias and dismissing test failure as "not

real world." During the early reports of failure, Firestone was focused on warranty adjustment

data.88 However, warranty claims were typically associated with puncture, damage due to misuse,

and other minor issues. When the affected tires failed, they did so spectacularly, coming apart at

88 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Prepared Statement Of Masatoshi Ono, CEO of
Bridgestone/Firestone, 90.
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highway speeds and without any exterior warning signs. As a result, consumers were filing

property insurance claims, rather than seeking warranty replacement.

Court-mandated analysis of the data indicated that property claims swelled from 200-300 claims

per year in the mid-nineties to over 700 claims in 1999. Those numbers were not considered as a

metric of product performance. An engineering report presented in the 1999 Firestone Quarterly

Meeting indicated that reports of tire separations were up and internal separations (belt edge,

belt-leaving-belt, and SW separation--rubber from casing) were up 11-64% for 1999 third quarter

compared to 1998. Still, the company line was that there was not a defect with the tires. Tread

separations, despite the climbing numbers, were attributed to consumer misuse.

Firestone's response to the defect was the most damaging aspect of the failure. They prioritized

their reputation over the safety of drivers. The product defect was a design and engineering

failure, but it was also a failure of leadership-Firestone lost sight of the consequences of their

actions and tried to contain the impact to the company, rather than the impact to their customers.

Despite the company mission to produce safe, high quality tires, Firestone often prioritized goals

in ways that produced results in direct conflict with their values. See the following section for

details on how the product failure and recall impacted company success and contributed to

unnecessary loss of life.

Outcomes

In response to the NHTSA investigation, Firestone issued a recall of 14.4 million tires: ATX and

ATX II tires manufactured after 1991, and Wilderness AT tires produced in the Decatur plant after

1996. In October 2001, NHTSA mandated that the recall be expanded to include an additional 3.5

million Wilderness AT tires produced in any plant before 1998.

Impact to Consumers

The loss of life resulting from the failure of the affected tires is a tragedy. NHTSA released a press

release in 2001 stating that the affected tires had been involved in 271 fatalities and 823 injuries

in the United States." Other analysts have estimated that the fatality number can be as high as

476." In addition, the author recognizes the possibility of individuals that were unable to pursue

* "Firestone Recalls," National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. October 4, 2001.
9 Joseph Szczesny, "Carmakers' Tire Warranties Vary," Chicago Tribune, Sept. 29, 2002.
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legal action, and are therefore not included in that number. No amount of shifting blame or legal

penalties will restore the families and communities that were impacted by this product failure.

There was also a significant loss of trust. American drivers were hesitant to ride on Firestone tires

while the staggering number of accidents was still fresh in their minds. Public opinion surveys

indicate that 81 % of Americans held Firestone accountable for the accident, compared to 8.5%

that felt that Ford was to blame for the fatalities.'"

Impact to Company

Firestone faced significant financial consequences. The company was responsible for the cost of

implementing the recalls as well as litigation, settlements, and damages for those injured and the

families of the deceased. These numbers are hard to estimate since many of the cases were

settled in closed agreements. Below are estimates of some of the financial impact Firestone

faced:

* August 2000: The initial recall of the affected tires cost 1.1 billion

* August 2000: Firestone set aside $800 million to pay for lawsuits involving the recalled

tire. By late 2003, Firestone had settled 1,300+ lawsuits.

* March 2004, Firestone paid a $149 million settlement in a class-action suit. The money

was dedicated to replacing remaining recalled tires, producing new tires with a higher

speed rating, and a consumer education program, as well as legal fees, and a $2,500

payout to each of the 45 plaintiffs.

* Firestone settled state investigation for violated state laws for $41.5 million

In the months following the recall, the valuation of Bridgestone/Firestone fell from $16.7 billion to

$7.5 billion. This was in part due to a drop in demand for replacement tires bearing the tarnished

brand's name, and the result of a severed relationship with Ford. The 100-year relationship

between Ford and Firestone was severed by the tiremaker under the strain of both companies

trying to to pass the blame. In May of 2001, Ford accused Firestone of ignoring data that

indicated a defect, and incoming CEO John Lampe, announced that Firestone would cease doing

1 Robert Noggle, Daniel E. Palmer. "Radials, Rollovers and Responsibility: An Examination of the
Ford-Firestone Case." Journal of Business Ethics, vol. 56, no. 2, (2005): 185-204.
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business with the automaker. Ford responded by announcing that "due to safety concerns," they

would recall the 13 million Wilderness AT tires"2 still in service at a cost of $3.3 billion.93

Many high-level management officials were replaced, including Bridgestone/Firestone CEO

Masatoshi Ono, and the entire Firestone leadership team. The company underwent a

restructuring that is estimated to have cost Firestone an additional $2 million.

In 2001, Firestone announced that they would close the plant in Decatur. Firestone vice president

for manufacturing operations, John McQuade, claimed that the decision was driven by a drop in

demand and the age of the Decatur, Illinois plant, rather than the 'quality or professionalism of our

Decatur employees.'94 Closing the plant and settling with the unions came with a $210 million

dollar price tag, and cost the community of Decatur almost 2,000 jobs.

Impact to Legislation

Throughout the trials, members of congress and Department of Transportation decried the

current process and authority given to NHTSA in product recall. Less than a month after the

congressional hearings, lawmakers voted to pass the Transportation Recall Enhancement,

Accountability and Documentation Act (TREAD). This legislation mandates the following:

* Manufacturers must notify NHTSA of any form of safety campaigns conducted overseas

* "Early Warning" reporting requirements, enabling NHTSA to collect data needed to warn

consumers of trends that could indicate potential defects.

" Violation of the reporting requirements related to a defect that leads to death or serious

injury has criminal consequences.

92 The initial recall did not include Wilderness AT tires produced in Wilson or Joliette.
* All costs gathered with direction from Kevin McDonald's article on the outcomes of the recall.
Kevin M. McDonald, Separations, Blow-outs, and Fallout: A Treadise on the Regulatory Aftermath of the
Ford-Firestone Tire Recall, 1077-1080.
94David Barboza, "Bridgestone/Firestone to Close Tire Plant at Center of Huge Recall." The New York Times,
June 28, 2001.
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Ceiling On Fines

The penalty for concealing a product defect was capped at $925,000 at time of trial. Clarence

Ditlow95, testified in the Firestone recall case that "Interestingly, the highest fines ever assessed

have been against Firestone and Ford-$500,000 against Firestone in 1978 over the 500

steel-belted radial and $425,000 against Ford in 1999 over the defective ignition switches that

started vehicle fires."96 A highway safety bill passed in 2015 lifted this cap, raising the potential

fine that automakers could face to $105 million.

9 Mr. Ditlow is the Executive Director of the Center For Auto Safety, a non-profit organization focused on
improving vehicle and highway safety.
96 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Prepared Statement, Clarence Ditlow, Center for Auto Safety.
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IV. Recommendations for Improved Outcomes

The Firestone case study presents strong evidence that conflicting goals inhibited the

effectiveness of the product development process. Analysis of the process suggests that design

and manufacturing of the ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness AT tires was driven by organizational goals

to the detriment of the value-driven goal of producing a product that was safe for consumers.

The Firestone failure illustrates a need to improve product development in the presence of

conflicting goals. Study of the interaction between Firestone's organizational goals and the

desired outcome of the design process highlights an opportunity to improve how we prioritize

goals in product development. To achieve this objective, we consider three areas for

improvement: Investigating goals, framing goal conflict, and product evaluation.

Investigate goals

To begin, let's consider the contrast between the objective of the design process and what

happened at Firestone. Design methodologies determine design requirements by identifying user

needs and product-market fit in order to create human-centered products. The case study

analysis indicates that Firestone sourced it's design requirements from the organizational goals

of maintaining their relationship with Ford, while attempting to remain competitive and profitable.

The established design process failed to provide a way to consider organizational goals and

Firestone's approach lacked awareness of user needs. This suggests that the design process

could be improved by incorporating methods to balance both types of goals.

The first objective is to identify the goals present. This begins with expanding the definition of

stakeholders to include relevant company and industry pressures that drive organizational goals.

For example, Firestone would consider both end users of the tires, as well as the company need

to manage their relationship with Ford. The next step is to identify the potential goals stemming

from these "stakeholders." It's critical to push this investigation beyond the surface level

assumption of what is desired to understand the underlying why.

In negotiation training, understanding the "why" is represented by the distinction between

positions and interests. A position demands a certain outcome, an interest reveals why the

g7 "Negotiation Research on Mediation Techniques: Focus on Interests." PON. September 06, 2018.
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stakeholder believes that achieving that position will make life better for them. As an example of

interests versus positions, if someone demands that you give them 5 dollars (position), further

questioning might reveal that they forgot their wallet and need some cash to take public transit

home. Better understanding of their underlying interests enables a wider range of potential

solutions: You could lend them a transit pass, give them a ride home, or offer a map and walking

route.

The same methodology can be used to discover goals. In negotiation, interest discovery is done

through open conversation and willingness to share your own interests. Identifying stakeholder

goals can be achieved through individual interviews, discussions with groups of stakeholders, and

brainstorming the goals that stem from more abstract conditions, such as company culture. In

the case of the affected tires, it's important to address the organizational pressure of Firestone's

relationship with other corporate partners. Firestone's organizational position was that they

needed to maintain an amicable relationship with Ford. This position led to a design approach

that effectively gave Ford "whatever they want." A deeper dive into the underlying motivation

reveals that protecting their position as the factory tire drove replacement tires sales. As

discussed in the case, the larger margin on replacement tires was a primary source of revenue for

Firestone.

Frame goals as overlapping sets of constraints

Once goals are identified, the next step is to consider where goal conflict exists. There is a

spectrum of ways that goals can conflict. For the purpose of this exploration, we focus in on the

types of conflict observed in the research. The Firestone case study suggests that conflicting

goals at Firestone were treated as direct conflict goals in situations where an integrative mindset

was possible.

Goals in direct conflict seem to be mutually exclusive, or "win-lose." Focusing on one of these

goals will negatively impact the other. Humans encounter conflicting goals all the time. Consider

this example: You go to buy lunch, and you want something that is delicious (goal one) and very

healthy (goal two). If you consider that one goal has to "win" at the cost of another, that's like

saying that you have to choose either pizza or raw vegetables. Or, if you imagine those on a

spectrum: pizza at one end and raw vegetables on the other, you might consider "splitting the

difference" and select something moderately tasty and somewhat healthy. However, we know
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from life experience that it is possible to have a meal that is fully satisfying from a taste

perspective and also good for our bodies. It just takes a bit more consideration of the available

options, and a willingness to address view both goals as important. This integrative mindset

suggests an alternate way of framing conflicting goals.

Looking at this through the lens of the case provides an example. When Ford approached

Firestone about the Explorer, the tire manufacturer faced a conflict between the safety needs of

drivers (value-driven goal) and satisfying Ford's demands (organizational goal). Ford requested

that Firestone modify the rugged ATX tire to perform in passenger car conditions.98 From that

point on, the tire design was "anchored" on the design of the original ATX, an off-road tire that was

never meant to be used in high-speed, highway conditions. Evidence suggests that Firestone

compromised their value-driven goal of building a safe and efficient tire in order to satisfy Ford's

requests; The aggressive ATX shoulder slot generated an destructive amount of heat in

long-distance driving conditions and the wide footprint increased rolling resistance, decreasing

fuel efficiency. Imagine this approach as two conflicting requirements on a single slider. To

achieve the desired outcome of one goal negatively impacts the other: Keeping the

characteristics that Ford requested meant building a tire that was not equipped for how it would

be used by drivers.

GOAL ONE GOAL TWO

Shifting from a direct conflict mindset to a more integrative approach suggests that both goals

are equally important, and a creative solution that doesn't compromise either goal is possible.

Imagining the slider mentioned before-if you can't slide left and you can't slide right, you must go

up. You must innovate to solve for both goals.

98 James Gardner Deposition, 50:8-18.
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Shifting from a direct conflict mindset to an integrative mindset enables innovation by framing

constraints as a complex venn diagram, rather than the aforementioned slider. Solutions under

this type of conflict aim for pareto improvement; by generating solutions in the overlapping space,

an innovative solution improves the outcome of one or both objectives without detriment to the

other.

GOAL ONE

GOAL TWO

Continuing the example, Firestone faced the conflict between a design that met driver's needs

and Ford's request for the ATX. Using the integrative approach, a deeper dive into Ford's request

reveals that the motivation behind asking for the modified ATX was that Ford believed that it

would have emotional appeal to customers. Understanding why Ford was asking for an altered

off-road tire enables Firestone to generate more accurate design requirements. These design

requirements are then posed as overlapping constraints, enabling engineers to innovate to

provide a tire that is is technically sound for the use case and satisfies Ford's desire to enhance

the rugged appearance of the explorer.

Extending to future work, an integrative approach to conflicting goals can help address common

paradox characteristics. Through this lens, the following statements would be seen as in tension

with each other, but not impossible to reconcile:

Competitive: Collaborative

Low cost: High quality

Stable: Nimble

Act Quickly : Think Long-Term

Reduce inventory : Reduce backlog

Decrease brick-and-mortar locations: Increase product adoption
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Embracing goal conflict can also help to drive innovation. Research into creativity and problem

solving indicates that encountering constraints encourages a global perspective,99 which enables

surprising connections and more creative solutions. In other words, conflicting goals trigger

cognitive mechanisms for generating more original ideas.' Studies have also found that

engaging with conflicting goals helps to reduce confirmation bias and anchoring. Studies from

NYU and The Hebrew University illustrate that engaging with goal conflict "attenuate[s] the robust

confirmatory thinking strategy that characterizes human thinking in numerous domains."' '

Continuously evaluate

These constraints inform the third area of improvement. As discussed in the case study, goals are

used to generate design requirements for concept development and testing. Giving voice to

conflicting goals enables a more robust list of requirements, leading to stronger product

offerings. It's important to note that a more robust list does not necessarily indicate a longer list,

rather a more refined list. In engineering contexts, a project that has an inappropriate number of

design requirements would be described as either over or underconstrained. Firestone had a long

list of constraints, however, the constraints didn't adequately address safety. They were

overconstrained, but not appropriately constrained. This led to insufficient testing and

eventually, failure.

An integrative approach aims to frame goal conflict in a way that enables "makers" to

continuously check back to make sure that important interests--human, technical and

organizational-have a voice. A strong product needs advocates: a design-minded representative

that speaks for the human needs, a technical mind that presents the engineering perspective, and

an entrepreneurial strategist that is aware of the needs of the business.

Consider this practice through the lens of Firestone: the technical perspective provides the key

knowledge that a misuse of a tire can cause a tread separation. The human perspective reminds

engineers that the average human speeds on highways and probably checks their tire inflation

once or twice a year. And, most critically, when a tire fails at highway speeds, people can be killed.

9 Matthew E May, "How Intelligent Constraints Drive Creativity." Harvard Business Review. August 07, 2014.
100 James Keith, Goal Conflict and Originality of Thinking, Creativity Research Journal, 8:3, (1995): 285-290.
101 Tali Kleiman, Ran R. Hassin. "When Conflicts Are Good: Nonconscious Goal Conflicts Reduce
Confirmatory Thinking." Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 105, no. 3 (2013): 374-87.
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V. Future Work & Final Thoughts

This project sought to understand the impact of conflicting goals on the design process. As we

continue to explore this topic, we should also consider "maker" responsibility. How do we improve

our ability to predict how our work will be used in the future? What will we enable; and how much

of the "ripple effect" are we responsible for? As we innovate and create new technologies, new

ways to access data, and new methods of generating revenue, it's important to hold those

opportunities in tension with our humanity. This reveals a few interesting areas for further

consideration:

Cultivate responsibility driven by empathy

Perfect products are not the goal. The product development process is highly uncertain, and

innovation requires risk. In light of that, companies should look for ways to consider the impact of

their output. This can be facilitated by taking an empathetic view of the human. What you create

is not for disembodied users, but for people with families; humans with strengths and

weaknesses. It's common practice to discuss the need for empathy during the research stage of

a project. The challenge for companies today is to find ways to stay in touch with those needs in

all areas of product and business development. As Congressman Green stated during the

Firestone trial, "we need to personalize this ... We need to realize the impact that it can have, even

a small percentage of failure, on our ultimate customers."'02

Communicate company values

Communicating organizational mission is also critical, particularly in large organizations. Without

a clear understanding of what you stand for, there is potential for misunderstanding and

assumption. In the Firestone case, action from the executive suite sent a message to employees

about the importance of production and plausible deniability in the case of a failure. Although

these "values" were not explicitly stated, the effect of the assumption is woven through employee

decisions in design and testing, and in how the executives approached the recall.

102 U.S. House. The Recent Firestone Tire Recall Action, Focusing On The Action As It Pertains To Relevant
Ford Vehicles. Sept. 6 & 21, 2000. 106th Cong., Opening Statement, Rep. Gene Green, 18.
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This suggests two important objectives: First, be clear about your values. Don't leave room for

assumptions, and be aware of what your actions are saying about company values. Goals are an

active display of company values and can drive misdirected action if values are not clearly

understood. Second, empower members of your team to speak up and applaud the presentation

of an opposing view.

Identify Gaps in Education

Study of the Firestone failure reveals a need for expanded education that develops the skills

needed to manage conflicting requests from multiple stakeholders and organizational needs. The

Firestone case study primarily addresses the impact of goal conflict on design requirements.

However, goal conflict occurs throughout the product development process. In future work,
further study should consider how these conflicting goals impact other stages of product

development. A brief look at other key stages of development offer the following insights:

Developing Empathy

The early stages of the human-centered design process is dedicated to developing empathy for

the user. To understand stakeholders at this level, designers seek to immerse themselves in the

world for whom they're designing. Going "native" with users not only provides an empathetic view

of the need, but increases opportunities to get feedback on iterations. As research reveals more

about the user, design requirements are adjusted to reflect new learnings. Successful products

will take into account both physical and emotional needs and behaviors when defining and

redefining the design requirements that guide the project. Successful stakeholder research

requires designers to set aside what they already know about a group or environment. This is

challenging: as humans, we listen for evidence that aligns with what we know, and we confirm

what we already believe. The learnings from immersive field research can be especially tricky if

they conflict with work that is already in progress, or if they bring to light a personal or

organizational bias.

Concept Generation

After developing a strong understanding of problem and stakeholders, designers move into

concept generation. This ideation generates potential solutions that consider everything

unearthed by the process so far: design requirements, user needs, timeline, and scope of the
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project. Each concept is evaluated against a set of criteria that indicate a "good" solution for the

defined problem. This evaluation criteria is a critical touchpoint. Biased evaluation criteria leads to

solutions that are inconsiderate of important goals.

Prototyping & Testing

Many design frameworks have built-in mechanisms to learn from users. The testing phase of

product development may include bench level tests, prototyping, and looks-like/works-like models

to prove the feasibility of a concept. Feedback is crucial in creating better products; consulting

users not only catches places where you might be missing the mark on user needs but may also

reveal tendencies to use your product in a way that interacts with other systems, amplifies

negative behaviors, or causes harm. Successful designers will iterate between prototyping and

getting feedback to learn from stakeholders. A common point of tension at this stage is retaining

an open mind in observing how a product is used, rather than assuming compliance with

instructions and best practices.

Final thoughts

Humans don't like ambiguity. Uncertainty fights against our innate need to comprehend and

predict the world around us. Unfortunately, tackling tough problems-designing something new,

handling a crisis, building a business, combating bias-are all jam-packed with ambiguity and

uncertainty. In this environment, it's tempting to narrow your focus and forget about the wider

implications. It takes courage to seek out opposition to your goals. It's not easy to thoughtfully

consider seemingly incompatible goals, especially if you're short on resources.

These challenging contexts require both skills and strong vision. It's critical that those who lead

the development of new products and services are also taught to thoughtfully consider their

values and motivations. First, what skills are most helpful for defining and prioritizing goals?

Second, as a leader-individually or as an organization- what are your best aspirations? How can

you continue to stand for those values when there is pressure to conform or compromise? A

healthy tension between the desire to build innovative, profitable product and innovating with

strong principles can lead to breakthrough solutions. We should aspire to bring new technology

and innovation to market, and we should resolve that solutions that put the wellbeing of humans

at risk are simply not good enough.
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0 5ODI RESUME
INVESTIGATION: PFDO- 0 20 DATE OPENED: 2-MAY-00
SUBJECT: Tire Tread Separalionf/Tire Failure
PROMPTED BY: IE 00-024, Consumer complaints

PRINCIPAL ENGINEER: Terri Droneburg
(202) 366-6617

MANUFACTURER: Firestone
TIRE MODEL(S): ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness
TIRE MODEL YEAR(S): To be determined
TIRE POPULATION: To be determined

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Consumers allege tire tread separation or failure while driving at
highway speeds.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY

ODI MANUFACTURER TOTAL

COMPLAINTS: 90 unknown 90
CRASHES: 33 unknown 33
# INJURY CRASHES: 17 unknown 17
# INJURIES: 27 unknown 27
# FATAL CRASHES: 4 unknown 4
# FATALITIES: 4 unknown 4

ACTION: Open a Preliminary Evaluatiun.

ENGINEER: DIVCHF: OFC DIR:

DAt E DATE DATE

SUMMARY:
ODI is aware of 90 complaints on subject Firestone ATX, ATX 1I, and Wilderness tires alleging
either tread separation or blowout. The details of most incidents have been identified; however,
some specifics are still unknown. CDI is continuing to gather information about these, and other,
incidents.

Most drivers report that they were driving at highway speeds when suddenly they lost control.
Some drivers heard a loud noise seconds before the loss of control, but others heard nothing.
Those that did hear a noise often reported that the loss of control occurred so quickly they were
not able to avoid a collision. Over 30 percent of the drivers did not recover from the loss of
control and crashed.

Appendix A

14 ODI Investigation
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After analyzing complaints and contacting consumers, ODI knows of 65 consumers alleging a
complete (61) or partial (4) tire tread separation occurred on a subject tire. An additional 17
allege a blow out occurred, which may or may not have been preceded by a tread separation.
The remaining eight indicate unspecified tire failures. Twen4-eight of the drivers who
experienced an alleged tread separation noted that the tire remained inflated, often after a
subsequent crash. In fact, 22 of the 28 cases, resulted in a crash. In two of these crashes, the
tread wrapped itself around the rear axle, allegedly causing a wheel lockup and the resultant
crash.

Forty-one of the complainants reported a tire tread separated while traveling at speeds ranging
from 50 to 75 mph, with 70 mph being the most commonly reported speed, cited by 18 drivers.

The subject tires were installed as original equipment (OEM) on certain Ford Explorer, Ranger,
and Fl 50 vehicles (among others) and were also available as replacement tires for these and
other vehicles. Forty-one reports allege that an OEM lire failed and ten owners claim the failure
involved a replacement tire.

ODI has documented 34 crashes with 21 resulting in an injury or death. in Mnany cases, more
than one occupant was injured-in the crash (i.e., 27 injulies resUlted frorri 17 of the crashes).
Many of the injuries were relatively minor (i.e., facerations, scrapes, and a bloody nose).
However, 5 of the reports involved severe injuries including head trauma and broken bones. The
remaining four crashes resulted in one occupant fatality each.

Finally, a strong geographical trend is noted at this time. Forty-three complaints are from Texas
with over 80% of the balance involving Arizona, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, South Carolina,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Utah, and southern California.
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TftWe Safety
Acarniionn

CONSUMER ADVISORY

FOR IMMED1ATE RELEASE NHITSA Rae Tyson
Contact- (202) 366-9550

The National Highway TrafE Safety Administratios (NHTSA) is recommending that
owners of veiucles with crtaia models and sincs of Firestone tires not already being zecalled by

Firestone take a number of actions to assure their safety, based on NHTSA's analysis of
Firestone's data.

On May 2, 2000, NHTSA opened a defect investigation into approximately 47 million
ATX, ATXH, and Wilderess tea manufacwtred by Bridgestone/Fircstorte, Inc. (Firestone). On
August 9, Firestone announced that it was recalliug 14.4 milion of the tires under investigation.
These include all Firestone ATX and ATXU1 tres of the P235/75R t 5 size nanufsctured since
1991 and all Wilderess AT dres of that same size manufactured at Firestone's Decatur, IL
plant. Firestone has estimated that about 6.5 rnillion of these dires were still in service as of that
date.

NHTSA has continued its investigatio into the remaining tires. As part of that
invcstigntiou, NIITSA has rcviewd data provided by Firestone on property damage claims,
pezsonal injury clians, and lawsuits regarding the tires under investigation. Although its
investijption is nor complete, that review indicated that the rate of tread separations for certain
other tire modeb and sizes exceed those of the recaied tires, sometims by a large rnargin.
Therefore, NkITSA a concerned about the possible safety risk associated with these irs.

On August 30,2000, NHTSA stafrmet with Firestone represcntswes in Washington and
recomruendkd that Firestone expand the recall to icfude these tire models. On August 31,
Firestone advised NHTSA that it would not volunarily expand the recall at this time. We are
cotinung owr investigation, which may result in an order directi ng Firestone to recall these tires
and any other defective tires. However, in view of the potnatial safety risk, N>I-TSA belicycs
that it is important to alert the public of its concerns now.

The tire models with the high tread separation rates are set out im an Attachrneut to this
advisory. A total of appreximarely 1.4 million ofthese tires were produced. However, since
many of them were manufactured many years ago, it is likely that far fewer are currently on the
road. Most of them were sold as replacemeat equipment and were not installed as original tires
on new cars.

0D= AtAO0 SAFETY HO'LM1E
- 868DASbt-2-00T
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Page?2

Since Firegeoce bas osee mot to expand the recall at this aent, you may Not be able to
obwim fe rcplIacewttcs from Fiawtone. However, in light cf these cancerus, NHTSA
Tecoaneads tat you cbnsider plaeing the ires in questiwn W4 that you retain al!
doumentation.

Ifyou have one of these tires on your vehicle, you should take the folwing steps;

- Check your fisct to be nav there are no vsible signs of a problem.
- E m yowr ties we propetly inflated.
- Do not erlve at ahigh rate of speed, pteticarly in hot weather. If posibl, eboose
roads with relatively low speed HitL

SMalke srm your vehicle lsnat overloaded.
- Ww you scealbee.

Please be wae tat while these precautions e g d genteral guideliens to tire sifety,
they MY nat prVwt a ire fuilumo.

NWTSA will be noving to apidly complete its deftee investiganon into these particular
tires as well at the tenminiag Freesoma tires Uander investigation. If the agency eaneludes that
oiler tres should be recalled, it will act promptly to assure that the public is protected.

Atwhe& List ofTrcs Included ian W 00 Consumer Advisory
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KING & SPAJLDLNG
i7O:tOPCflbis*.%A A VKNIL- '. W

WASS.ENGTON.:0s %7!

anrtDAL .'i A I I.;

r it 626.39011%carra Lb 3 %

January 12. 2001

VIA COURIER

Tom DiLene
Deputy Chief Counsel for Oversight and
InvestiganOrts
House Commerce Commee
2125 Rayburn House Office BWde
Washgion. DC 20515-6115

Den Tom:

Per your request. on behalf ef Bndgestone-Firestone. Inc. ("BFS"). I am providine the
following responses for the record from the September 6. 2000. hearing. This information was
provided orally to Congressman Dingell's starT shortly after the hearing. but is now being
submitted for the written record.

Congressman Dingell asked for certain information relating to the Decatur. 1L. plant, and
as you requested. -e ha' e summarized this response based on information provided to us by
BFS Let me know if you hatequesuons or need addtional information.

First. Congressman Dingell asked about the production numbers for Decatur *or the
penods before. dunng. and after the strike. The stnke penod lasted from Ju'y 12. 1994 - May
22. 1995. On May 22. the union offered an uncondiuonal return to work noiace. but the actual
agreement was not rautied by the union mcmbership until December 12. 1996. Permanent
workers began to return to work on or around May 22. 1995. Because BFS has requested
contidentiabt and the Committec has granted this request. the infornaton is being pro-tded as
a separate attachment

Congressman Dingell also inquired regarding the rumber of replacement workers dunng
the stnke and what kind of duties they performed. specifically whether or not replacement
workers were used as ispectors or In quality control positions The following car provides the
numbers of emplo ces at the plant duning the penod o f the sinke, other than managers.
supervisors. and salaried %.orkers;
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Tom DiLenge
January 12. 2001
Page 2

Date Permaneni Workers Replacement Workers

July. 1994 24 49

August. 1994 24 49

September, 1994 24 49

October. 1994 28 175

November. 1994 45 227

December, 1994 - 308

January. 1995 261 -923

February. 1995 308 935

March. 1995 310 952

April, 1995 310 952

May, 1995 371 1.048

BFS advises us that the replacement workers performed a variety of tasks and worked in
all departments of the Decatur plant. All replacement employees went through specific job
trainingjust as any permanent worker would. rraining consisted of the new employee working
with an expenenced trainer, initially in a onc-on-one basis. The duration of the training was
based on the requirements of the job and the skills of the individual. The ainer would monitor
the progress of the trainee until certified.

In the case of inspectors. the trainees would receive a formal training program with
testing and follow-up The proigram consisted of ndiiduahzed :nstructian. observation. and a
performance review. The review would be evaluated and signed by the instructor, trainee, and
foreman. The inspector trainee would also be g:ven a wntten lest to assess the skills learned.
Based on the results of the test. the inspector trainee was either cerified or received additional
trainig.

As noted above. dunng this period there were a substantial number of "permanent'
workers who crossed the picket line. and the plant conlinucd to be staffed by supervisors and
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Tom DiLenge
January 12. 2001
Page 3

salaried workers. The followinY chan lists the vanous dcpartnmens and ihe occupatons that
replacernent workers filled.

Department Occupations within the Depanment

Compounding & Pellet Tower Attendant. Banbur Oncrator: Utility or Service Workcr:
Mzxina Power Trucker. Cement Mixer: RefinrI Mil Operator. Refining

Trucker: Slab Off Mill Wig-Wag Attendant

Calendenng Calender Operator: Helper; Mill Operator. Creel Room Auendant;
Uiuty or Service Worker Power [nicker

Stock Cutting Sliier Operator. St:.:lier PI% Roll Cenilier: Automatic Splicer & Ho
Insert Cutter Operator; Fischer Cutter Operator: Off-line
Innerliner-Sidewail Pre-assemblv Operator: Battery Attendant: Bias
Cutter Oerator Utlity or Service Worker. Power Trucker

Bead Making Wire Insulator Operator; Bead Assembly Operator: Programmed Wire
Winder Operator: Cold Applied Dual Euler Bead Assembly Operator
Bead Filler Extrusion Line Operator: Utility or Service Worker Power
Trucker

Tubing Dual Tube Machine Upcralor: Tube Machine Book cr-Trucker;
Attendant. Helper Dual Tube Machine Cernifier; Tnplex CFE
Operator. Ctikty or Ser-v ice Worker; Power Trucker

Tuber Dic Making Tube Machine

Curing Cunng Press Opcrator: Bladdcr Cure and Preparation Worker: Tire
Doper and Sorter Mold Cleaner and Changer: Mold Radial Runout
Inspection-Correction Operator: Mold Equipmem Inspector Utility or
Senvace Worker: Power Trucker

Final Finish Final Finish Equipment Regulator. fire Balancer; Tire Repairer; Tire
Sorter: Tire Classifier and Repairer; Checker and Labeler Module
Operator: Module Loader: Vuhm or Service Worker: Power Trucker

Waste Control Workaway Labor: Power Trucker

Receiving Checker: Utilic> or Semice Worker; Truckcr Attendant
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Department Occupanons within the Department

Warehouse & Shipping Warehouser; Truck Tube & Flap inserner

Powerhouse Engineer Level 1. Engineer Ltvel 1I

* Stores Storewoon Auendaiu; Batten Attendant

Maintenance Mechanic; Multi-Mechanic: Machinist: Pipefitter: Head Painter.
Painter; Lubricator-Inspector

i hope that this information is helpful. We will be glad to provide additional informatton
if needed. Please let me know if we can be of further assistance.

\i 
nEe 

r 
E,

Theodore M. H r

cc: Edith Holleman, Esq.
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From: RSTORYAN--DRBN0O1 Date and time 09/12/89 09:01:29
To: CWITE - -DREN001

FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage issue - Index Bars

UN46 with P225 tire on both 2 dr and 4 dr was literally "bullet-proof" (i.e.,
no 2 wheel lift on long or short course with *saturation" tendency similar to
T-Elazer). The 4 dr with the P235 ATX tires was significantly better than 511.
especially on the short course where it was impossible to generata 2 wheal-
lift (on the long course,"reserve" was 3 mph, better than BII's 0 mph reserve)>

However, the 2 dr with P235 ATn tires performed similarly to the BIT on both
the short and long courses. Addition of the lowered front roll center gave the
P235 tire performance similar to the P225 even without the increased track
width. Based on the variability of the test, as demonstrated by our own
drivers, it is possible to pass the CU test with the P235 tires; however, if
we were using the CU test as sign-off requirement, we would not accept this
combination (P235 ATX & 2dr).

In the "real world", tire size has not been demonstrated to be a significant
factor: in fact, analysis of the FARS incidents would suggest that larger
tires may be an advantage (reduced tendency for rim-road contact). Our
analysis would indicate that the Explorer will have much better FARS
performance than BII regardless of tire size due to it's longer wheelbasn,
increased understeer and slower dynamic response (also a WB effect).
Regards,
Roger P. Stornant
*A* Forwarding note from CWHITE - - DRENOCI 09/11/89 16:01 *+*
To: RSTORNAN--DRBNOOl R. F. Stornant

FROM: Charles White
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
Isn't is also true that the UN46 is better than al1 in CU test rven with P235?

Isn't it also true that UN46 with P235 is much batter than ATI with P2C5 in
real world FARS analysis standpoint (longer wheelbase, ete.)?
*** Forwarding note from RSTORNAN--DRBN00l 09/11/89 12:20 **
To: CWHITE - - DRENODI

FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - index Bars
I believe my attached note to RRS will answer your question on "What tire
issues?" .
Regards,
Roger F. Stornant
*** Forwarding note from RSTORNAN--DRBNDOI 09/11/89 12:18 *
To: RSIKPS0l--DRBN00l

FROK: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars

Nothing new on tires, Our tests indicate a high confidence of passing CU with
P225 tires and less confidence on the P235. All tires meet engineering
J-Turn test. I believe new info is that our competitors are recognizing CU Test
as a requirement and have designed their new utility vehicles to meet. OGC
is concerned we will be only OEK with a vehicle that has a significant
chance of failing the CU test. I believe that management is aware of the
potential risk w/2235 tires and has accepted risk. CU test is generally
unrepresentative of real world and I see no "real" risk in failing except
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what may result in way of spurious litigation.

From an engineering standpoint, I an not comfortable with the warning label
approach to avoid use of an index bar. I do not believe we could even count

on BAAO to orient correctly, much less service personnel; however, if
you obtain ASO concurrence in this approach, I will go along.
Regards.
Roger F. Stornmnt
*** Forwarding note from RSIMPSDl--DRBNOOl 09/11/89 11:01 ***
To: RSTORNAN -DRENO01

*** Reply to note of 09/11/89 09:55
FROM: Roger R. Simpson
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index
IN mY mIND, THERE IS SUFFICIENT RATIONALE TO
IF A DECAL ON ThE LINKAGE IS EPLOYED. LET'S

Bars
ELIMINATE ALL OF THE INDEX BARS
DISCUSS.

RECARDING TIRES, I THINK TRUCK SHOULD STAND ON IT'S ORIGINAL POSITION. IS
THERE ANY NEW INFORMTION THAT WOULD CAUSE A CHANCE?

cc: WGILLIES- -DRBNOD1

Regards.
Roger R. Simpson

cc: RCAKFlEL--DRBNO01
DHOUSTOL - -DRBNO04

CWHITE - - DREN001

DWOTTON - - DRBNO01
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.aUy.... 76 .. aaus "asrR,'nn.IX4ARY

Rff*tlistratesis for devalopment of utility vebsIe utability have changed over the
pact few years due the incramuaI availability oZ rollover accident data and analyses.
;revious stratagie were partially driven by the Inurance Institute tasts of the Jeep
CJ7 in the early 80's which cuphasized risk from rollovers caused by axtreme (race and
magnitude) aruering inputs in emergency maneuvers. Independent DOT. GM and Ford studies
have confirmed that rollavers directl induced by extremn steering inputs are rare for
any Utility vehicle (including the CJ7). The following quote from CM's recent SAL raper
(Raconstruction of Rollover Collisions. SAZ 890857), summarizes current wisdom . _. "A
co min pre-rollover maneuver is an off-road path by the car. followed by heavy steer
correction back towards the road leading to a side slide, and, ultimately, a trip
followed by the rollover-. based on this new information, the UW46 was developed using
a handling philosophy notably different from the 11. A comparison of III and Ut46
handling strategies Is aussarized below:

moderate und rxtaor for
good response and
minimal tire 'aquAal*.
Develop vehicle for
high speed through lane
change pylons.

7N46 Reduce steering gain
and increase undarsteer
to slow steering
response. This will
increase driver
feedback (more tire
"uquaJal*) and reduce

nsitivity to driver
over-corrction (comon
with drivers aunder the
influence').

Parametric Comnriuon:

ParaSeter

Avg. Track width
C.G. Height ur)
stabil ty Indx

accidanc avoicsnca
capability and fast
"lap tines' on handling
track.

Not to exceed current
aI levels. Limit
cornerina capacity with
larger tires through
suspension revisions
and tire pressure
reduction.

and high cornAring
confidence.

Increase body roll to
reduce cornering
confidence and ereby
discourage aggresaive
driving.

2 dr U146 4 dr UN46 '89 ErII S-81az(4x4) Psch/Fdr
W12 Ai Z A W Ag S. B l 4. ah42s4

581 58.3 55.1 58.3 56.9 56.9
26.9 26.5 27.1 27.1 27.5 26.7
2.16 2.17 2.14 2.15 2.07 2.13

55.8 55.8 55.6
25.7 25.7 26.3
2.17 2.17 2.11

Versace Metric 1/ .349 .348 .336 .336 .3760 .3650 .3459 .3459 .3447

Roll Gain (ag TID 5.6 TBD 5.7 V/A 3.7 6.9(e) NA 9.0
U/sea. .3 (/) T&D 6.5 T3D T50 A 4.4 4, A 3.2
U/steer e.6 ( ) TBD TED Ta TDD /A 19.8 24.6 N/A 9.5

Overall Scr Ratio 19:2 19:1 19:1 19:1 19:1 19:1 20:1 20:1 20:1
Wheelbase 102.1 102.1 111.9 111.9 94.0 94.0 100.5 100.5 104.3

w3/Tan(20*/sR) 2/ 463.0 463.0 507.5 507.5 426.3 426-3 479. 479.8 497.9

Engine Dip. 4.0L 4.0L 4.0, 4.02L 2.9L 2.9L 2.51. 4.3L 2.9
Horaepower 170 170 170 170 140 140 125 160 139
Curb eight 3576 3791 3719 3907 3278 337. L217 .267 37X5

HP/eight 3/ .048 .045 .046 .044 .043 .042 .039 .049 .037

1/ This a measure of stabili that shove high correlation with actual FARS
rolLover data. Unliks the 'Stability Index", this seasurs includes wheelbase
effects (iaportAnt for 'directional stability) ... lover is "better.

2/ This i an analytical measure of steering gain. The smaller the value , the
"quickere ie th. perceived steering response.

3/ High power/weight is believed to promote aggressive driving.
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-.. u& aatLflaU=fL*5 Vith the computer analysis prograa ADAMS, the UN& 2 Dr414 will be signed-off for rollover stability by actual "lieit" testing at the ArizonaProving Grounds (April 18th to 29th). Testing vil inctlud an '89 5-10 Blazer with 4.3L
engine along with a current production 1 44. The II provir4 s an essential -baseline"for UN46 Rollover Stability sign-off because our analysis cf the iI FARS data indicatesalmost no propensity for rollover during vhanlingW maneuvers. Testing vill begin atrelativaly lw spod (40 mh} end steer en 1as (90 da.) and gradually increase to 55mph and 3t0 dog. to esabl sl the limit *ttresholdu. The UN46 must at least be equivalentto the all in these maneuvers to be considered acceptabLe for production.

h 4x2 and 4 x4, exhibit track handling performancesuperior to the 1989 Bronce 11 models. Evaluacions on the handling and serpentinecourses daenstrate that tho vehicle body roll induced during increasingly severemanauvers provides ample feedback to the driver of mpending limit condIons.Inereased understesr ring severs cornering reduces a Itiral. acceleration and -enhances control. The tlN-46 models are superior to the Bronco II for all available
options, including tires currently released for the program. The UN-46 models havebeen rated superior to the Chevrolet S-IC Blazer and Nissan Pathfinder for overallsubjective handling.

Tirp Ezfisurp Reduction!
ngineering hasrecomamd use of tire pressures below maximum allowable inflationlevels for all UN46 tires. Am described pryvious the reduced tire pressures increaseundersteer and reduce maximum cornering capacity Utthh *stahilizing" influences). Thisprattice has been used routinely in heavy duty pick-up truck and car station wagon

applications to assure adequate understeer under all loading conditions. Nissan(Pathfindar), Toyota, Chevrolet, and Dodge also reduce tire preasuree for selected
applications. hi I we cannot be sure of their reasons, similarities in vehicle loadingsuggest that maintaining a minimal level of undarsteer under rear-loaded condiriongs maybe the compelling factor,

an analysis of FARS accident sumaries an SI & Competitive handling
characteristics, it is impossible to identify any type of vehicle *defect" that could
explein the BII FARS perforance. It is most likl( -that the handling strategy used
aui the development of the II, which fully exp oited the vehicles inherent quickness(due fo its short wheelbase) encourages aggressive drivin and makes the vehicle more
sensitive to the lare stoorn whoal "iver-corrections tt see to be part of most
rollover scenarios, This sonat iviry is aggravated by the fact the most operators in
rollover accidents are either inexperienced drivers. under the influence of alcohol or
both. The UN46 designed with the benefit of the FAAS experience for all utility
vehicles, has Len intentionally developed to resolve these issues.
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63 Ford Tire Test Report

TitS TEST DATA INS
GEN. T - 4. 04 MD AM

Toof ROLL
RAPD AIR.

Total Vehie Weight Front 3064

Tire Sire: FPU3S7SR'5 Const. p.

Tee* Rim Par Numbers ( Inspecd by

I're Preewurs RP 20

aid Tire complete High Speed Test

Did *e -ol into wheel well?

ld weul rim contact ground?

Location an the time whore the falure occurred

Old t*r pmn test? Y"

r - INST PROCIDURE ATT*-L KYNAR
SGEN. To 4. 04 M .2.4 FAX 240-200

* OFF rEST
LOS1 TEST

Rear: 216

31317J _Manrtacior FIRESTONE

Date ____________

RR 21 Slave SAME

Yes X_

yesoN_

No-

RAPID AIR LOSS

Poto of Punctoe Oive. ( antched) IF roquid.

10 minuts arm - up at 60 mph. Yee No

Rtizd less of Air7 Yes AZ No

Was Sure evidence of Pit eacolig from tIre aftEr uwo. Yes No

Decalration Rato 13 to 16 F Yea X No

Posofon of tre an rim fter los of *6r inlde fliges for aed 360 degrese.
ye .. ;< No_ ___

Driver's Name: Dn: _ -__- _

I prticipatd in th above dascribed test I Red Ak Los. Test land certify tT all the above
Jnfwmnsofl Is ture.

;LrIFB2

7 2S920flIg Z 0-MLCSI1ttO :A2 iN3S

UD

N

10

I:.
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AriW-'LAMY

SFX3HIGH SPEED TIRE TEST REPORT
ENGINEER LARRY SKYKAR DATZ:

VEwIcL 30mz2 TEST ORDER NO. A-7T71

TrRE S.i: P23iW75R15 URAND: PIRtrTONE

TIRE CONIT. NO. SRES7J TRACK TEMP. ! f

TIME-O1T: AMI. TIMP. TAR3ETT IE 190 SEC

TIME-IN: WING DIRECT: MAX SPEEZ 98

SREAK-iN; 60 MILER 260 MPH WiND VOL.

WARMUP: 10 MILES $70 MPH WEA THER COND. wFEL isxe

TEST PO$MON :. RF Lit RR LAD
mee : QsT; 2066

HOT .. L S . MEAR: 3181
SHLD. TEMP. A1.J .L f... . r.ur PNESSURE

FRONT: 2
REAR: 24

5 NULAP
LAP TIME ACTUAL REMARKS

IN SECONV3 I MPH

17 /$909

8 { - LMI

;10
:12

13

ts
17 i it I

F91

:12 I R ________________

Appendix A

63 Ford Tire Test Report

MILEAGE LAP$ I , IGH SPMO & 14 / .LI ',
DRNVER: . b.

TOTAL TEST M LLES 5 91
mOI94 ACCEPMI AY Z.C , LL td DATE :.J f

t a:ilgoggit -ILILIS400 : LY:1 : .1t - :GI2

N

0
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63 Ford Tire Test Report

ATN I .AARY

148-1X06 HIGH SPEED TIRE TEST REPORT

-, N ENGINEER LARRY SKYNAR

VENICLE: 3OT29

T'.I SaZurP235J7lRt6

'IrE CONST. NO. SRU97J

TIME-OuT: /' P4

TIME-iN 5-o )..

SREAK-IN: 60 MILES .60 MPU

WARM-UP: 10 MILU 70 MPH

-AT _ - /.9_ _/

TS1 ORDER NO. A.7771

BRANO: PIRESTONI

TRACK TIMP.

AM E. TEMP. l / 7ARGET TWIE 19 $EC
WINO CIRECT: NiJ j St mAXSPEED 95

WINt VOL, A.vs

WEAThER COt.1S M, v edL b WEL 15X6

EST POS n L RFILA]R 1 I,0AD
WRLMD a0NT: 3004

-OT P.S.I - REAR; 31 6
$)UP, TEMP. I" PRESSURZ

FRONT: __

5 MILE LAP
LAP TIMP ACTJAL REPMARK S

IN hTCON01 MPH

:8 _ _
S7i ___

t_ ___i

MILEAGE LAPS I HGM SPEED

110TAL TW3T MILES
mg/94 ACCEPTb BY DATE -/I __-_'

I UUZ *WLEW59Z~ I :ASS'

CD
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65 Ford High Speed Testing

fE.ST 1 v'.- Iskl-
FORl 141641 SPEED
'RU.J~CT NO. .- > ,:LV*I'.i

TES 141..' > .NU 5.--/
TES1 C04.'E -. Li
RE ?ATE =>0901-A)J -371
FiPE no => 20100r -

TMPL 26.0 1'. 1
:r#FL. 179 r-

'JREIAKIN -'/AR.S

I-ARi ''.*i: Ulilf.. NU: - -

No -1IN STh TFS1 - -
nu-1 Dn At -. - -0q+---- - - 1 4
? I " ./7 ..R =- .

WI TIME =00: :331

D3CSIIN W1 - 1, ;;-r -

l f*0P I- him. --

bAlK -> 030-C'---

SPEF.I RATil'.-
NIE 'n1r' .T I0-

wJf. ro-r lit.-.-
.p K- ' -1i

TIRE 01ESCRIPJJt '-> Il- -Torn4F UJI.IERPE!5 Al
GENERAL FEATURES -:- rtRrirsn-: tMI.3I.hIKSS A
I.SF DAS11 140=
lO* fCt--. -> -TRA t")AL.i ' :I 1.- . .b a .
DFAERKS - rt'tI,.Jo..0 joeT 7 -093 PRIORITY

12'S IC.ER *-P FI I jl- Fl r-W i. i - P ell

a.fQ.IELSTOR i T ROT E E:;irj d3r: ,,.

IIACIIHEC: .,..'_.. ... t . . i d 5 T IMNr... ..

IlISPOS ITION: Jh4!X.CI't I' pot;'.'" vs I
ENIJ REMARKS: ....... ......-- -. ..- -..

DA4TE COMPLETE '1 ..-- M .- 011 . PrRAlip... ........

STEP .OAD LOAD tot-[
#40 L P NUT FC.T

1 1500 6670 26. 0
2 1500 667 2- 0
3 1500 6670 zi.

4 - 1500 6 67C C. ,O
5 '1500 6671 26.0

6 1500 6670 26. t
7 100 6670 26.

a 1500 6670 26.
9 1500 6670 26,0

10 1500 6670 26.0
11 1500 6670 2-0
12 1500 6670 261 0
13 1500 6670 2:-,-.>
14 1500 667s! 26.0

15 1500 6679 26- (
16 1500 6670 2,-0

17 1$00 6676 26.')
18 1500 667s 26.0
i.9 1500 667...p 246

N)2 F51)0 6670 26.0

.179.2

179.2

1.'7i

)79 2
179.2
179.'

171.

179.2

S Ft P - CAr.

14.00
tW-.0 R
41 .00
54.00
67-00
"1-00
17.00
94.00

1(0() - tr
13Th.001 64- 00
112.i00

125.00
141.00
137.00
14:1.00
149.00
1:16.00
162.'0

(6l.00

-. 40

.0o

10.00
1 .00

10.00
10.00

10. C.

10.00
(.0(3

19.334

.0.3,31

DUR STF.P RFF FTr-P !F
UNT1 1 AJ i4 I

ti1I*I

film

M N

#I1!"

M10

MINMIN
MIN

6 itNMIN

MIN

My"
MIN
MIN

MT14

020

20 2
'202*)

2020
2026
2024
20:!E
202

202b
2023)2028

2023
2023
2020
2028
2028
2020:5

2028

2/.0.4.-0

26.0
26.0
2o.0

141. LI
26.0
.. 026.0

26.0
:?4.0

24.0

SPT8o$0
4 15
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C114E DATE

1

____________ I __________

2Z

ON
OFF

-9-
DRUM

COUNTER

31 P

140. v

-Ommm A PA LOAS

-i50 

PUtA

- - - - .-- - -IWL .T. TOT L i

14 Y-1 ___

SC CUT GROWM WEASuEMENTI
PONEW NEWNe

PSI PSI IP POS. GROOVES - SS To OS_

2

3 2

I __ _IL6

2A _ _ } _I.

SI$MACSAME $ TATION / TEST NO.

SEFMLoJ

0144 S
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Appendix A

65 Ford High Speed Testing

- TEST DATE: 07/08/2000
PROJECT NUMBER: 141FMOO1

TEST NUMBER: J45527
TEST CODE: US

SPEC NUMBER: 280105
DASH NUMBER: 27

D.O.T. NUMBER: W2HLIPY2100
ENGINEER: QUEISER
TIRE SIZE: P235/75R15
RTM STZRr 7.00

TIRE DESCRIPTION: WILD.AT
DOSICN LOAD(LBS): 1500

TEST INFL.APSI). 26
MACHINE I.D.: T3

STATION NUMBER: 1
TEST OPERATOR: BILL G.

TEST CODE: US

START TIME: 04:19:50
STOP TIME: 05:28:16

STATION 1 TOTAL ELAPSED TEST TIME: 68.42 minutes

STEP STEP
NO- START TIME
1
2
3
4
S
6
7

9
10
11

04:19:50
04:21:50
04 :23; 50
04:25:50
04:27:50
04:29:50
04:39:51
04:49:51
04:59:51
05:09:52
05:19:52

STATION 1
*****STEP ELAPSED TIME*****
2.00 Minutes(s) 0 14.3 MPH
2-00 Minutes(s) 0 27.3 MPH
2-00 Minutes(s) 0 40.9 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) @ 54.2 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) a 67.3 MPH

10.00 Minutes(s) a 81.1 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) a 87.0 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) a 93.9 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 8 99.7 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) @105.9 MPH
8.40 Minutes(&) 0112.0 MPH

STEP
MILEAGE

0.5
0.9
1.4
1.8
2.2

13.5
14.5
15.7
16.7
17.7
15.7

TOTAL
MILEAGE

0.5
1.4
2.7
4.5
6.8

20.3
34.8
50.4

67.1
84.8

100.4

LOAD
1501
1498
1496
1503
1499
1500
1499
1498
1499
1503
1500

TEMP
99.5
98.8
98.5
99.0
99.1
96.2

101.0
102.1
101.3
92.2

105.3

75
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65 Ford High Speed Testing

P- , I L-" - I11Il- LiAI(LIOUI
, j ., i . i 1 .. . 14 Irt 7Alw e,.r U

1' r
1

Ii . = J4 .2e3 W' Nt Re p .'. r '/ 1
I'-: ,"Lt 0. * J-9:r./yt l S

11" .114.1.1 *-*1 -- 01--l.4) R.Er ri-rE - '00:O0:tOO
. - 201.: 1F ;IG y Ni P1 1;:1if 1 1

: ti)' A -' ' r-

L I , r' - . ? P r-r > n!u 4 C fil' 0 1 .111 F i T
'-r:vi Lr kit'3 i rpt : F I Or. TOU11. . lilt. 1JF u: iV

.Al ATLURE: - > r I RES TOHI. W I i PM-'S w I
! 011 .. ),Ii rel e

3F: O ktl * 14: J'?

DATE ->2000-07-07

SFR *A. -
PI'E.I.t RAT Ita R.
OE r O 5r NI.

kRT H - - . 0
MOI. *e 'I. -C i

Trm i - - ! i I" P- -

: - --. . '.41 -' . - I -- 1< .- i a i
(.R.'iIri- : okri -ll Lt.. ri.'fTd1i1a '- -

HE'ILItR: J - S11 A-'.7G I k HUE fl-l' PIIOlti- . 641:

rt1SP0 T T.. 5: NP. RACKS T
END R.MA RKO: ....- _-...-...........
flATa COKPLETE Yk...MO -. -110 OPERATOR.

I NFL .
PSi

26.0
26.0
26.0
26 .0

26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26 . 0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0

INF L.

L'9.2
179. 2

1-79. 2
i.79. 2179.2
.79.2

179.2
179.2

179.?
.17 .

179.2

179.2'
179. '

17 .

'TL. F- l:AP0, ~~P
'~PF.1Ju PCCX 8141

14.1--.M

4).00 .' 0
54 .0 2. 00
67.00 2.00

P .) 10.00
B7.00 10-00
94. (POP10.00

tO.O -GO 10.00
196.00 10.00

11'A. coo10.00
t G. 00 10.0'. Y
125.00 10.00
131.00 10.00
'37,0C. 10.00
.143,00 10.00
149.00 30.00
136.00 10.00

162.00 10.0C0
161U.00 10.00

1)L1R1
I IN T

MAN
MIN9
MNN

MIN

MIN

MIN
MIN

MIN

"I"M
MIN

NIN

MIN
iN

11N

*;TE.P REF
I. (mntl

2028
2028
20::'a
2028
2028
2029
2(128
2028
2028
2028
7028
2028
2028
2028
2028
2028
2028

2028
2028 .

STEP REF
INFL

26.0
26.0
26.0
26 .0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
2 .0

SPT0000418

76

13TEF 1
NSi

N r~

4

!)

V/10

.1 I

12
13
1'4

16

.-0

L GA D
Lf

1500
1500

.1500

. 500
1500

1500
1500
1500
1500

1500
1500
1500
1500
1.500
1500
1 500
1500

LOAD

6A70
66706 6 
4470

6670

6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670
6670

I

L
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65 Ford High Speed Testing

TEST DATE:
PROJECT NUMBER:

TEST NUMBER:
TEST CODE:

SPEC NUMBER:
DASH NUMBER:

D.0.7. NUMBER:'
ENGINEER:
TIRE SIZE:
RIM SIZE:

TIRE DESCRIPTION:
DES IGN LOAD (LBS):
TEST INFL. (PSI):

MACHINE I.D.:
STATION NUMBER:
TEST OPERATOR:

-TEST CODE: US

START TIME: 02:19:27
STOP TIME: 03:25:36

STATION I TOTAL ELAPSED TEST TIME: 66.15 minutes

STP STEP STATION 1
NO. START TIME *****STEP ELAPSED TIME*****
1
2
3
4
S
6
7

S8
9

10

11

02:19.27
02:21:27
02:23:27
02;25:27
02:27:27
02! 29:27
02:39:27
02:49:28
02:59:28
03:09:28
03:19:29

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
6.12

Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)
Minutes(s)

it~4

* 14.3
* 27.3
* 40.8
* 54.3
* 67.4
* 80.9
Q 87.1
E 94.1
* 99.9
0105.9
4112.0

MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH
MPH

iwfs:v

SpT000
0420

78

07/08/2000
141FM01
J45528
Us
280105
28
W2HLIPY2100
UEISER
P235/75R15
7 .00
WILD.AT
1500
26
T3
1
BILL G.

STEP
MILEAGE

0-5
0.9
1-4
1.8
2.2

13.5
14.5
15.7
16.7
17.7
11.4

TOTAL
MILEAGE

0-5
1.4
2-7
4.5
6.8

20.3
34.8
50.4
67.1
84.8
96.2

LOAD
1499
1497
1502
1502
1502
1501
1499
1498
1498
1499
1500

TEMP
100.1
100.2
99.6
99.8

101.0
103.4
104.0
91.4

104.4
95.9

105.0

5 (k ~/-A 5c~p

I
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1.5 iv' Ivl - - I" I.: ,
F8JKI) HIOH Si1-11 i
rROJECT W). - U 4l''1 NOL S1iri '

-j STg ,e. I .. :..'-. M Eli N-Y ---' .--

fr:. COI- I-, SiZE -''
REO DATE -- 00'I- Of Ps:J (iE
C'PjEC NO - j [0M d WC1G 00 -1' 1
1i1F -- a ' .- -'., - ..9 1. I-J k?
1 FL - 1.9 Ii' 1.)r.4 - 9 :-

D~iA~IAt -'014l!-.. L')P-i a: Hn
OIRE ICO yJ r-rTI( - F I1F-T0HF~.p xu .r r '
;ENEr: .[A ri - v. k -- I I RES r'jr7 .IILOIF Ro.:N

I IVF 1)ASi Era -
ScpliHRC. - -IP-r I ai . ri>. -,' In
REM.ARiL'1 - - i!.i I 'Vt - PIP? (yr-M oI? *.t'*

LDI;.-IhLISE .ui4 r'ri t'': . :. 2 '-1..

' -

PCrC, ,..
-.- -'h 1 o,-1

I. I''-.

. .nlliIi t
'I 0 .!. 1

'I

-;I:PTnAL--

StI Fli HAl i-v;
'Ii. i.'hpST nm'

il . ''I i a1 6
E rf-= - q, ..- .-

PRiORITY
'a '7oo 5E/ Imp

CLUSIOmtEP ,: I i.d-- L'ILki:t. N -ml *r= -

RE W IC I ( R TV ( WF . t 'IN( I v iii ' Ir I4 :

Di5P0SITIJl- ).HSP. [-oipC1

DATE CII PLE:. . 'P ... _.- NO _ -BA . I. lU .... .... .. .. .....

DTE C11- ~ - R A -A4''LV% k

STEP
HO

1011

12

13

4

7
8
9

10
11
.12
13
14

16
17

19
20

LO

V.06

0ti

1500

1500I SOt,

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

.1500
1500

6470

6670

6670

6670

6670
6670

6670
46706670
1.4706, 70
4670
6670
66/0
4 /0

(JFi

24.0
26.0
26 . 0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
24.0

26.0
26.0
26.0

26.0
26.026.0
24.0
26.0

24.0

t7*F
179.n
179.2

k '. 2
j 1. 2179.2

179.2

179..2t

79f. 2
179.2

179.2

A1? 2

41 .Pi

54.w.
67. 0'.

87.00'
94 .00

lt'. 00
106.00

. 12.0
119. 0,
125,00
131 .00
137 .00
143.00
149. (00
156.00

:1.62.00
169.00

2.4.1-

.00
2.00

10.00
L.b. ('
'0.00
10.00

lti.00

10.00
19.00JO .00

10.00
10-)00ifl.00

19..00
10.0')

OU R

MIl.

?$I N
141 H
MINMN

" ) N
MIN

MIN
KIN

NIH

NIH
KIN
KIN
KIN
NIN

MIN

MIN
MIN

ETrrn 1'' I-

2028

200 3

202b
202

2028t
2028
2028
2021
2028
20293
2021
2 020
2028
2028I
202R

2028
20201

.rr hr.

26.0

.26.026.0

26.')

24.0
26.0
24.0
26 0

:26.02-.0
26.0
26.0
26.0
26.0

!6 -0
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65 Ford High Speed Testing

TEST DATE: 07/08/2000
PROJECT NUMBER: 141FM001

TEST NUMBER: J45529
TEST CODE: US

SPEC NUMBER: 280105
DASH NUMBER: 29

D.O.T. NUMBER: W2HLIPY2100
ENGINEER: QUEISER
TIRE SIZE; P235/75R15
RIM SIZE; 7.00

TIRE DESCRIPTION: WILD.AT
DESICH LOAD(t.RS) : 1500
TEST INFL. (PSI) : 26

MACHINE I.D.: T3
STATION NUMBER. 3
TEST OPERATOR: BILL G.

TEST CODE: US

START TIME: 02:19:27
STOP TIME: 03:25:24

STATION 3 TOTAL ELAPSED TEST TIME: 65.95 minutes

STEP STEP
NO. START TIME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
10
11

02:19:27
02 21:27
02:23:27
02:25:27
02:27:27
02:29:27
02:39:27
02:49:28
02! 59:28
03:09:28
03:19! 29

STATION 3
****STEP ELAPSED TIME*4**

2.00 Minutes(s) (4 14.3 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) * 27.3 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) S 40.8 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) 0 54.3 MPH
2-00 Minutes(s) * 67.4 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0 80.9 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 5 87.1 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 5 94.1 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0 99.9 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) @105.9 MPH
5.92 Minutes(s) @112.0 MP1l

ji
;/

SPT0080423

81

STEP
MILEAGE

0.5
0.9
1.4
1.8
2.2

13.5
14.5
15.7
16.7
17.7
11.1

TOTAL
MILEAGE

0.5
1.4
2.7
4.5
6.8

20.3
34.8
50.4
67.1
64.8
95.8

LOAD
1497
1501
1503
1499
1501
1501
1499
1502
1501
1499
1500

TEMP
97.0

97.1
97.2
97. 6
98.0
99.7

101.0
92.4
101.6
95.6

102.4
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65 Ford High Speed Testing
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STE L

2
'.s
4

6
7
13
9

10
ii

13
14
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1500
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1500
1500
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66'/0
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6670
6670
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41670
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6670
6670
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65 Ford High Speed Testing
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65 Ford High Speed Testing

TEST DATE:
PROJECT NUMBER .

TEST NUMBER:
TEST CODE:

SPEC NUMBER:
DASH NUMBER:

D.O.T. NUMBER:
ENGINEER:
TIRE SIZE:
RIM SIZE:

TIRE DESCRTPTION:
DESIGN LOADILBS):
TEST INFL. (PSI):

MACHINE I.D.:
STATION NUMBER:
TEST OPERATOR:

TEST CODE: U5

START TIME: 04:19:50
STOP TIME: 05:26:14

STATION 3 TOTAL ELAPSED TEST TIME:

STEP STEP
NO. START TIME

04:19:50
04.21:50
04 :23: 50
04:25:50
04 :27:50
04:29:50
04:39:51
04:49:51
04:59:51
05:09:52
05:19:52

66.40 minutes

STATION 3
*****STEP ELAPSED TIME*****
2.00 Minutes(s) * 14.3 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) 0 27.3 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) 0 40.9 MPH
2.00 Minutes s) 0 54.2 MPH
2.00 Minutes(s) 0 67.3 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 6 81.1 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0 87.0 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0 93.9 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0 99.7 MPH
10.00 Minutes(s) 0105.9 MPH
6.37 Minutes(s) @112.0 MPf

STEP
MILEAGE

0.5
0.9
1.4
1.8
2-2

13.5
14.5
l!.7
16.7
17-7
11.9

A- IL se t

SPoo00426

84

07/08/2000
141FM00J
J45530
Us
280105
30
W2HLIPY2100
QUEISER
P235/75R15
7.00
WILD.AT
1500
26
T3
3
BILL G.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

TOTAL
MILEAGE

0.5
1.4
2.7
4.5
6.8

20.3
34.8
50.4
67.1
84.8
96.7

LOAD
1503
1498
1501
1498
1498
1497
1504
1496
1504
1500
1500

TEMP
97.9
97.7
98.0
98.1
98.6
97.2

100.1
101.0
100.7
92.8

101-5

I
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67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey

BRIDGESTONE/FIRESTONE. :NC.

To MEMO TO FILE

From ROBERT 0. MART;N
Date ADril 28. :'300

Reference

secunrty
Class

Subject TIRE SURVEY

Ford requestee a survey oi Fliesone Ford Ex>iorers ana Ford dealers in
Dallas. Las Vegas. Phoenix, ana Tucson were seLected to rerove tires frvnt
trade-in or lease return venmc:es. The tires removed were P235/75R15 and
2 255/70R16 i :esz:r. Nitderness AT lires. The tires were returned to
BriogestoneiFirestone s .Akron Tecnnical Center for analysis by
BridgestoneFiresione aria Ford. Before removing the tires, the dealers
recorded the inflation pressure. the VIN Number. the position, and the
odometer mileage. A total of 243 tires from 63 vehicles were returned.

The returned tires ranged in mieage from 11320 to 76092. Examination of
the tires revealed no tire deficiencies and that the tires performed as
expectec.

Bridgestone/Firestone appreciates the efforts ofthe Ford Motor Company for
coordinatino the retum of these tires from the dealers and for the tine spent
by Ford's engineenng staff reviewing tires with us.

Vice President. Corporate Quality Assurance

cc: Deepac PareKh - Ford
Jerry Metters - Forc

)600150
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67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey

SW Tire Survey: 243-Tire/63-Vehicle Summary

LOCATION STATS:
PflSfSmRtS F2sMVIS P25fRiNi

Dealer City Total ST381J ST358J ST369J Trade
Click Tucson 36 28 8
Eatnhardt Phoentx 32 20 8
Fnendly Las Vegas 64 32 32
Gaudan Las Vegas 61 32 29
Leadership Dallas 15 14
Tutte Tucson 34 26 8
unknown unknown 1 1

Total 243 163 4 8

P2&75RIS P25M10518 PiSfA%6

City Total ST381J ST353J ST369J Trade
Dallas 15 14 1
Las Vegas 125 64 61
Phoenix 32 20 4 8
Tucson 70 54 16
unknown I I
Total 243 153 4 85 1

A~~~ ib4vSr Wnwu
/

/
/

0500157

86
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67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey

SW Tire Survey: 243-Tire/63-Vehicle Summary

MILEAGE STATS:

Vehicle:

Tires:

Vehicle
ModelYear Tires Vehicles Avg. Mi
1995 4 1 72096
1996 0 2 68144
1997 86 22 36381
1998 135 35 29776
1999 4 1 16078
unknown 5 1 47731
Total 243 63

P2Mi7SR 5
AUl Tires ST3S1J

34649

ST358J

=avg all vehicles

P2S5flOR16

ST369J Trade
Average 32967 29547 60062 37734 unK
Projected 72101 52693 77961 88781 unk
N 220 139 4 77 0
Excluded 23 14 0 8 1

Vehicle Mileage Histogram:

4;

A2 -__ - - -

10.-----~I -- t__ - -

Odomuier. mI.

0500158
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67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey

SW Tire Survey: 243-Tire/63-Vehicle Summary

TIRE INFLATION STATS;
P235/SRI5 P:I75M RhS P2&WRIC

All ST3B1J ST358J ST3S9J Trade
Avg Psi 27.1 26.6 26 28.1 30
N 240 152 4 83 1
N<20psi 9 4

Inflation Pressure Histogram (all iresi:

:5-- -I -

tS, -
, .___. .

os 2 4 P 1,0 12 14 16 18 ?0 22 24 25 25 30 32 34 36 38 40

Notes: -ST38J vehocle nnan 2M26 psi
- ST358J and ST3693 vehicle inflation = 30/30 psi
-48 (31%) ST38IJ tres were < 26 psi
-45 (51%) ST358J and ST36GJ tires were < 30 psi
-9 tres were < 20 psi

0500159
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67 Ford-Firestone Southwest Survey

SW Tire Survey: 243-Tire/63-Vehicle Summary

INSPECTION STATS:

Patch Object Object Off
Plug Patch & Plug Thr Not Thnr Road

Total No. 7 42 14 14 iiC
Tires 6 33 13 14 11 115
% of Tires 2.5% 13.6% 5.3% 5-5% 4.5% 6.5%

Plug z improper, exterior application cord repair
Patch - Interal tire patch

Patch & Plug Intenal patch with integral or separate hole plug
Object Thru = Usually nadltscrew/staple with penetiaion completely through tare

Object Not Thru = Usually nailiscrew/staple with peneaflion not completely through tire
Of Road a Tres with some indication of unimproved road use, ie. gravel

Tread Cuts m Tires with deep cuts in tread area

Notes: - Some tires had more than one of. of a combination of, each item above
- 159 tires (65.4%) had none of the above
- 52 tires (21.4%) had repair(s)
- In most cases, objects through the tread (14 tires) were probabty leaking
- In some cases. objects stuck in tread but not through, will eventually penentse
- In 3 tbrs. repairs were made in the shoulder/butrss of the tire (improper area)
- In 1 lire. an internal palch was loose and probably pefnitting inflation loss
-a tires were wom out or almost wom out some with shoulder wipe
- t lire was worn completely through the top steel belt in the shoulder

89
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69 Firestone Statement to KHOU

SaMnunt F"e bn=gwomfuisva. a
FtWaryt, 2100

"WC it bnd4gtDUWLFtSt, IM take cat Pride in t6 qiaAtr idtrabtnty v( gur ptd'ct and we tnd
WuM zB ofb.. We work baid every day to mnv manuis th luy'tty and Liu= F r tmu csoars. and *r

hroc run hasdm ia lbs pettrrasnce of cur Fsremsez RdiL ATX tna

Restomeas a Ikirua d moe thia 12 ul Radial ATX uns-faly 6-S miiM of wit re onsai
eqapasi oa vmiunay a of &ta uibon OfEpums pafiscd by 1ke FOMtMor Cmpany irw= 1990wI 1996
The Ra" ATX ths pwved w be balet kwobrarr fo US cnmws . Our rwa r with thz Rada ATX
i Wctus lugh crmmoi utibsti i wit Us quality and edibi) of Qthe bm. ND XAun cr jury Las Cvt
fusS may tcinvy is lha tim

KXOU iquuAd Abot Fir nv hatiptz Ot 4nCe indditx imolvinj Radial ATX nrcI t Fdrd Explorts.
T1it wvvupwa axmpLita t6- kisds of ut=n a&e 1t Firn;m has fwid a mvntti9gfm Radial ATX

wiciaia. Omts v had a wIw n a atuUly flmmupd t w Ailh. aarm oa t Sacs
Tht aconadLt seWza vr= hazard damas. Tbt third %in Uad aca1pk puncturS, ot of which was te
wrgsanLa Ott of =pet st Uc perwns inwod. Fmnn tak no uepaiW pubjicir the Mts of js

invtU=anis if the incidmu.

KlIoC As aska4 ab a thaoy advanSd by P=t il ire prW Lability lawsnit tut aylom c plies
Pree vast'kd mparIn. 2ln N" p pus W ed a&ma ai ty ow 1k *wg =eed rausnxs. Thea is

60n idclic dath r stwny "SE shows a dunbily adiangw it tin with nytoW cap pLieat normal higway
spefdt

Fr fue 197 malel yea-. Tort cov the aew Fiat Wiuasness AT tiUs-in- fir a as nivzisal tepaet
cop &st ExplNat 7oedss at was in z0fay etatni s the stimbibiy Othe fi wtoce Ra4 ATX. It fWw,

tJk Firs4os Rai"l ATX acmunu= Iv be prgdated and rtaw orc rTssnes maws popuaraa
nxazsdl Aftriake uis,

Wr fEwI LtC prftr-nw NR all our amdM and, hnfg mnomfeWd mwee Uln 1) sAies RadIUt ATX Ems,
uw have (sit cnfidsaw sati flt rigescnse/xsoac W2504 a uamrruto be fUly natitdc with att of mug

ptodcs awa a"id a amy etisaw na wosiu fi* in have adA&ica a arrabesw bas quasiy ofhs Or her
LAM. ws tunic t in ns. a Iqal Tin s whe 'sill be pla to ebect rheir 'Java.
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70 Customer Complaint Letter

Swptember 7, 1997

Mr. Trevor C. Hoskids
Sr. Vice President - Public Affairs Ocpartimit
BridgestcodFestone, Inc.
50 Ca my Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37214

Dear Mr. Hosids:

f has takm me overemrOnth t write this letter. I havu ben so upsetm d angry thr I had to wait
until I was able to comrol my mqiqxs and express my ftelingp in a responsible manner.

Ot Auut 4, 1997, 1 was driving home from work, outbound n Highway 283, when suddenly I
last cuitrol of my 1992 Ford Explorer. I hit an 1 wheeler and bounced off of his tick - twice. I
then crwsed the median of Highway 283 toward coxoing tnfic and somehow managed to
cQutbl the vvitde in the median and ended up on the shoulder parallel with the wibound lanes,,[
dn't know how, but the vehice did ot flip over Whan I a our ofthe cer, my frat driwr side
tire had blown and) thought that was the cause ofthe acident. When &H of the witnesses stopped
to see if 1 was aliw, it was apparazt that dhe frost tire was not the problem. It was my rear
passaeger side tire that had lost the tread mnd caused the accdt.

It was really iramc baiw I had be cncemed over the Firestone AfX tires sizwr November,
1996 what the local news aired several stiones aboua accidents with these tires and the number of
fatalities that bad occurred. I was so scared of the tir that I had them inspected at Stauhauls in
November, 1996 and was toM they had plarty of tsead and did not need to be repWaced. Still
cocerned, I wat to the Firestone store at 5800 Westheiner, Hoatm, Texas a November 22,
1996 and ad tiem inspeited agam. A copy ofthe invg;ce is encked. Again I was told they
were fle, had pity of treed and did nct need to be replaced, Both inspections were doie at tire
design 'to could have easily sold me sew tires if they had thought these was a problm.

My car was uopected for th. state iuspection sticker in January, 1997 and agam there was no

probln with the tire. on July 24, 1997, [had $540 air cunditiking work dcme athe mwincle at
Paske and agm was told the tires wre fme and did not need to be replaced A copy of the
invoice is enclosed, which shows) had 56,128 miles cm the vehicle. The an August 4, 1997, the
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70 Customer Complaint Letter

tin fell apart. Everwow ut the sceoftiz acdat was hornffed at what coudhavebappaied
No one thuwa I should be aliwuad wild nct beliew tate vitc di4 not flip ovr and kill am.

E do m ucmnde nd why Fitncnhas not recalled dhestires. lhavetlkadwit swev i mormeys
who beliew thave lawsuu agaiz Firsoe frwbat happmed. I do net wanttopurueta
opon bt do wntop Vm er p tomle ure pezimcing wba happuWi to mc. My insurance

mopany, Stan Farm, is hewstigigtheic ad to acidex I cived 110,300 for my ehicle
and it cost me $24,000 fora Aew ar. I ws aM very happy! Becau of your ires, I was forced to
buy a new vehicle. I will t a y mew Ford Explorer does not have Frne tires at my

I have and will ctinu to tdneveryone I can, that these times ae a azard aid should be recalled.
I tndy be tha FtuMe knomM is a problem and refuses to acknoWdet e proble
bcauscofyoeruability. I cat bJinmuahB&e people at Firesteue will a-t take respuasibilky
for the pbl nv wssocidwth tbese tirs. I would not wart the blood an my land if I wer an
enployea of your cmpaay.

I wuld appreciat )urwrspoasb in writing and wAt acti a your company wil take with regard to
tis problern. VI do ba racuiv a rnasuabe ausp nto and actis flEm Firstone, I ViD be fore
to take Ical Cod =od purs amy Opis wift additional media cviWage. I a VA $13,200 and

nay bows of pain and .MMy tutm timscads which could have been prevetad if Fide. had
we. theproper acion. I ifl hs pwbklMs driving and am paranoid of all the oaw vehicle on

fie road that bowtae Firse ATX ties. It was vesy foitmate that my accidet did not cause
damge or death to the people and veicls around a,

I have aat piastics ofmy tnalmdd lriclt. As you can see, the tines d nat reflect any
problems ncept the tire tha *l apuat I bavepeces of the tread that came off and the tW was
ccnhra bydra insurance cOpaany frt nalylis.

Yourpv=npt rqxm is reqwsttd.

sincerely,
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71 Middle East Tire Survey

MIDDL.F. U1-AST TIRE SURVEY: Ford Explorer 0 1'255!7R16 109S Firestone Wiklerness AlI
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71 Middle East Tire Survey

MIDDLE EAS-' TIRE SURVEY: aid Explorer ' P25570R 16 109S I:iresone Wilderness Al
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71 Middle East Tire Survey

MIDDi FAST TIRE SURVEY: Ford Explorer / P2S/70tR 16 109S Firestone Wilderness A
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71 Middle East Tire Survey

MIDDI- EAST TIRE SURVEY: Ford Explorer ! P259f701R16 109S Firgsiono Wilderness AT
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Appendix A

71 Middle East Tire Survey

MIDDLE EAST TIRE SIRVEY: Ford Explorer i P235/70R 16 I109S j1ies0i1e Wilderness A I

O'rrrn el f Inspetins (wculiiu edi:

-I t-hi C ieneral h isert ilions
* Sers i4c Ciltiioiis:

I iliwnv urmac coni:iins ier y ft'od: Iiin !' I [;ms . ith high Sliwed capIbil1
- ( iiy sireets .re simin !iiwr tion i NA 1-i:rpe. jepi imiminndtIh li-
- Speed is virlutly i ainelii i I .ncas

I hiving halill :e aieresivc: ILK ineinials inlicitc iii vehicle pieetl regIn. l., almiunuel
IHihway
* I cstimuniils indicatIte :IrL-r i iseis vaim10i. I'diicing tile Iii ItioiI Ci iljIL insti
s-mid and hevmy rock is iiqi pi aclice iitmensing behwre returning lb highway is n I (Ii011.
* SNiaine. si-nmer lien ic ke' hihl w cli creI CWl diiring day hotter inimihd

amn vei- C.- eIhiI i ir;. d V 1 I I I marl, o1 iIderae 'ii k -i o;I d i e I o is arid lear t hel
hcisig s: iurd d:in::.;'v sempjiei . Ii ci ( eJg. 11 elm . ): so 1ne more il'an m hei s

- M Oy l'clCiCles equipped 'Will . row suats tiill% oadcd sli pasenigers. .Ilhrcrs are
lie;r G;%\k*

* I irrs W heels:
- Projected avg wCIrillC i baso aI op ihis survey) of the (i' lires i 010 kin :X;l.i mi)

- Roughly 50% oi mmo wheels were misinlg valve caps poicnlial leakage)
- I'pper sidewall md shoulder area rubber cracking was more common o n ires in the rastem

T Persian Gilf cilies
- Tire anomalies appeared worse and more often on the outboard side (direct sim. ozone)
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Appendix A

74 Memo from Firestone Dubai re: Saudi Arabian tread separations

February 2S, 1999
~b NSDO(O07S199

TO: MR. KESHAV DAS
TechnicS Service Department
FireCon - Cubai , -

SUBJECT: FORD 6XPLORER FIRESTONE TYRES

Sir, ...5

Thanks for yar letter af the 23-02-99 regardling fe above subject in response to my
ltoner of the2D-02-99 "nd 14-02-99.

I tonhider te contents of your letter to be no more han an attempt to caate a
smoke screen over the issue. Taking these point by point I would comment as
follows

1) Tvrs ThrEjad Se22rri=n

I agree that thread separation may not indicate a mufaetkring defect in the
tyre, however it can g ecally argued that i[anift detect xis it does not
mean that this will become apparent barly i 'th tyrm life. The fa that this
parIculat lyre thread separated at 54.305 tn -is irlevant to the core issue

"cd. but why it occrrwd.

With regards to your comment on tyre pressure maintnan. I agree OWat ft
propsr maintnan of tyre pressures is an omportant tctar. However as stated
just because te lif front tyre was at26 psi *wen inhpeded is does not wider
any crumstances mem that t presues vsre not decked every 2 weeks or
that this tyre was at Vte corract pmesae at te fine of te wideN, also yW
reference to ftis point is totaly irrlevarto te isa at hand. The lWft *ant trw
is not in question at this time.

The fact thal Firestone Widerness P255/70!RIB AT ty"ls have been accepted
by Ford as orginai equpment again is irrms to his paticular incident
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Appendix A

74 Memo from Firestone Dubai re: Saudi Arabian tread separations

I am in close Communication with Ford, Dubai on this issue and Glan Drake wishes
me to retain the whlS and tyr in untouched condItiOn for brward shipment to Ford,
U.SA

You should be aware that we have anohr case of =mpete tweed sepiraton
whichi has been involved in a very serious accident that rived to our Brwch early
this vary day. Once again a 1996 Explorer fted with the same tyms, I have
investigatd tiS vehiCle aN fid at the rtgrt eW yre tread has separated in

. exactly the same area as the previous am. Thes Incidents invoing Firestone
P255/701R16 tyr"u is-beginning to become an ipidemnt. At this Urm I do not have
details of injury of fatalities in this latest case, but be swre that I will keep you
informed of developments.

Nothing in your reply has done anyflng to re-assure M that tere may not exist a
cefect in a particular batch of your product and I rot that you did not answr the

ree simpla quesons I asked of you in my letter of Feary 2& 1999. Ai jazirah
is fimnly committed to custoer satiufachion and safety therefore, please be very
aware that I will continue to pursue this issue until I have a sutisfadry solution.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN GARTHWAITE
NATIONAL SERVICE DIRECTOR

c President

- - Q.nal Managur
Maulwung Ofleou
Glen Drak* - Fort, Dtal

PE00.020 3643
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Appendix A

75 Firestone Memo re: Gulf Countries Recall

fliniuwm ylre stout

w A Nefs l RE eas own

abMe10Mh7Wflo&REroE ac

March 11, 1999

To: S. Kcawsurs tubal Office I. 0. Mfltn, QA (NastivilOe)
Y. Torriyasu. 9SJ 0sc H, 8. Ho~ion. Law DOpL (Akron)
0. R Saurer, PLTD (Akron)

Subject EXPLORER SfrUATION - MIDDLE EAT

I tia another meeting today with Chuck Sainatit from Fords WoultwIte Diect MarketIng
Operations group with rspoct to the P255701116. l providec im wit ohotogrphs of e current
P255/70R16 Wildeness AT OWL, the H-rated European ire. and tteAustrallan Special Service
tire. I also advised hirn that our adjustment rate on the eubect tire in the U.S. fru i995 Vtwmugh
1998 is less than 0.1% (1/10' of 1% on tatal prmducbon of Wtundv 1.75 milion tWus.
FortIermore, of that smelt percentage, neady hag f those adjustments were for vbrtion.

Mr. Selnacht then provided me with the unaded write-up tt he puttogether. As indicated, the
writ-up confrms his belief that the ire is not t fazdL lnterelngly, Ford conducted a search of
their data fbles on this sawo tire in the W.S., as idiscted In the eonWd bullt point That search
revealed only a handfW of bt 'bwasr reporto by . eueis andtor 1stomers. out of approxfmthsy
300.000 Explorers and Mountaineaes quipped wih this tire. Thnta entrasts dramaticaly with fhe
reports of seven incident* already in Saudi Alabia. where Ford estimaltes there ae only 2.000
ExplarersfMountaineers in service.

The restzf the meeting focued on Ford's proposed customur notlfiation program, which Mr.
Seinacrnt dewals at the bottom of his wntw-up. I advies him of or concems with that type of
program. both with respect to the pereption K might convey in Saud. as we as related
complications mat 4 could create in Nordt America. Faflunutely. he had received similar responses
from has own people, none of whom favored tat type of program.

Ita really unknown as to where we go from here. Mr. Sellneut arid I did agree that any additional
Ures that come in to Ford be Immediataly sent to Akron for analysis FUrh to that, h asked if we
could provide a lIsting of Wi our contims are for AS Jaszth (Ford) and Hafi Hussein Allreza
(Mercury) at each of their locainL. Those dstrlbutoruhlps h one outlet each In Datmam.
Riydh. and JaddAh. Stingo, col you plase advise me the nome and phone number for our
contacts in thoee locations. Futhiernor he asked that Wur people contact each dealership, and
advise them What a tres dm ored in any Athi incidvnb be tumed over to us. Those tires are then
to te sent to Akron vWie arfreight br anayIs (am: Jin Gardel).
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Appendix A

75 Firestone Memo re: Gulf Countries Recall

Ford p-n to procned w he dwge to VH klritad 6uropean tm for nmAy bubt Epeomres
deewed for t Mide E=t - soon as poib. Utfonaty, toe a sti fwcon mtt t
punckes and r4ow cidorm a- th uta =ube Me conmm, ass suspected neoer
ti tire, norte Spwded evIce lire, A WiNlymnow them twadon. I raer adised Mr SeaInaon

Mtflw we working with tin Ford U152 peoplejZOO Eplwr) on a ROW (rest-of-wor) er that
would be a corrumies of auls (ch fl, pwm. re~4tw os. lflh upeed at rWm&ebunce.
str.) for Explnrs 9o to various ws of the wald. iuetg the Middle East. Wiet he
commends ths ot, hO turthOrwcogviinh tat tmie wO V ot provid, any bnmlute help.

Lasdy. with respe to GSC's Queston on changing to a whte ter te, It l geneally Lst fai the
H-raed tr is tMe best aemnatv. at Nou time. The rasaIf-wwW te being proposed to Ford will be
whitletter, but lt (end i9) that de is moproved. Ford b pro edng wit the cung. to tfe SW
H-mted tire for fie MIOdC East

Your truly,

Jichn E. Behr
Account Exeuttn

cc: A. W, $tuar 4. Saruwar (85J GSC)
,I. Uljlyarm / P. Hode 0. Candido (ATC)
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Appendix A

78 Memo re: Venezuelan Tire Survey

BRIDGESTONE FIRESTONE VENEZOLANA C.A

Valencia.a Augst 4, 99

Mr.anE.a Chassi ageCa

PresidentSFordw Motorw dem" Lowzul SAa

Aoft

IV4a

JAG3 12/99
Valencia. August 24,1999

Mr. E. Cassingena
President
Ford Motor de Venezuela, S-A.
Valencia

Dear Mr. Cassinena:

As agreed during the meeting held on July 29, 1999, we have proceeded to fully
investigate the use of the tire Wilderness, sizes P235/75R15a and P255170R16 in
order to determine which actions are needed and establish a plan to meet our
customer's needs.

Reports, documents, conclusions and recommendations regarding the inspections
made, follow:

1. Document #1 contains a report by Messrs- Bnace Halverson and Roger Marble
regarding the visits made to Ford Dealers in the Maracaibo, Cabimas, Punto
Fijo and Barquisimeto Areas. Oscar Romero, Roselia Moreno and Edivia
Caballero from Ford Venezuela and Luis Abreu and Pedro Martinez from
BFVZ also participated in these visits.

2. Document #2: Summary of the main issues, possible causes and effects of the
findings by BFVZ's Technical Department and recommendations after said
evaluations.

3. Document #3: Summary of the survey made by BFVZ with the owners of Ford
Explorer.

4. Based on the findings we are recommending a program as attached under
"Docmeut 4", Training program to Ford Dealers, and special work in
conjunction with BFVZ dealers and BFVZ personnel.
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Appendix A

78 Memo re: Venezuelan Tire Survey

BRIDGESTONE FRESTONE VENEZOLANA CA

In addition to the above mentioned subjects and in particular to carry oit an

intensive program to identify if thee are any problems which were not detected in

the inspections, we have prepared a promotion for owners of Sports Utility

Vehicles, offering a very initercsting incentive to visit our service centers.

We are also in the process of preparing a brochure on the correct u1se and

maintenance of the tires, which will be dclivcrod to all Ford and BF;VZ dealers to

be distibuted to Ford customs.

Through these programs wie continae makcing all possible efforts to meet all the

requests, not only of Ford but also of all oir customers. Should you require

additionaJ information regarding these reports, please do not hesitate in contacting

us.

Sincerely,

President & Managing Director

cc: Sres. Rodriguez - Ford de Venezuela

0. Romero - Ford de Venezuela

A. Da SiCl -fFord de Venezuela

G. Pereira - Ford de Venezuela
C. Mar6n - Ford de Venezuela
A Stuart - BFOE, Suthfield
H. Hcrton - BFS, Akron

R. Martin - BFS, Nashville
0. Rodriguez - BFVZ
L. Abreu - BFVZ
P. Martinez - BFVZ
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Appendix A

82 Email from Sam Boyden re: Tread Separation Claims made to State Farm

From:
To:

Subject

ssaueityuto bfpO@taftafn.mm
Duckwfl, iMiam <NHTSA>
Wad,.ul U2 1936 2:48 PM
Fimmone AfX Trs

Big,

We noticed we havt 21 failure iMquifSlegarding P235 / 75RIS Frestonoe
ATX brms. in ow data.

14 of the 21 inquiries am montd on 1901-95 Find ExpOrS. I have
atteaced a table and an Adbb atschmwnt betsw tar your review. I have made
me atfachment to Indud no * V lOR SM ay back to 1992. hoWnvm.
if yOu would like the idon*M form to go out. we aiuld send then out to
only loses ocwtIhnQ dunng OW most rmnt year.

Candr Yar
Inquiry Received

} 199 I 1997 M1996 19Ins 10'

lFiresmonul ' 41 6 I 3 } 2 1 4 1
} ATX a 1 2 A
12fSRI IT I I I I23Sr75R15 I

*Two mqunes from 1992

(See anached file Ffstmione ATXPDF)
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Appendix B

NHTSA ODI Initial Findings

As Published by the U.S. DOT in Engineering Analysis Report and Initial Decision Regarding
EAOO-023: Firestone Wilderness AT Tires

1. Belt-leaving-belt tread separation failures of Firestone ATX and Wilderness AT tires manufactured for use

on Ford vehicles have led to numerous deaths and injuries.

2. Most of these failures, deaths, and injuries involved ATX tires that were recalled by Firestone in August

2000. However, several different analytical methodologies demonstrate that, on a plant-by-plant basis, the

tread separation claims experience of the focus Wilderness AT tires is similar to that of the recalled ATX

tires after the same period of time in service.

3. The recalled ATX and Wilderness AT tires manufactured at Decatur began to fail in significant numbers

after between one and two years in service; this period was 2-3 years for the recalled ATX and focus

Wilderness AT tires manufactured at Wilson and 3-4 years for the recalled ATX and focus Wilderness AT

tires manufactured at Joliette.

4. The tread separation failure experience of the focus tires is far worse than that of their peers, especially

the Goodyear Wrangler RT/S tires used as original equipment on numerous Ford Explorers.

5. The belt wedge thickness, or gauge, in the ATX tires and the Wilderness AT tires produced prior to May

1998 is generally narrower than the wedge gauge in the peer tires tested by ODI, and the wedge gauge in

cured tires was often less Firestone's target. The tires with this wedge did not adequately resist the

initiation and propagation of belt-edge cracks between the steel belts.

6. Firestone increased the dimensions of the belt wedge in the focus tires and improved its material

properties in March and April 1998. In general, this increase brought the wedge gauge of the focus tires

within the range of the tested peers.

7. The inter-belt gauge initially specified by Firestone for the focus tires is generally narrower than the

gauges in peer tires, and the actual measured gauge under the tread grooves in several of the cured tires

measured by ODI was far less than Firestone's minimum design specification.
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8. The design of the shoulder pocket in the focus tires can cause high stresses at the belt edge and lead to

a narrowing of the wedge gauge at the pocket. The focus tires exhibit a series of weak spots around the

tire's circumference, leading to the initiation and growth of cracks in these tires earlier than in competitor

tires and in other Firestone tires produced for similar applications.

9. Some of the focus tires exhibited shoulder pocket cracking similar to that which Firestone identified as a

significant contributor to the risk of tread detachment in the recalled ATX tires.

10. Material properties testing indicated that the peel adhesion characteristics of the focus tires reached

the low level exhibited by the Decatur tires after 3-4 years and were worse than the adhesion characteristics

of the Goodyear Wrangler RT/S tires. Also, the rubber in the focus tires exhibited deterioration due to aging

that was similar to that of the Decatur tires and that was more severe than that of the Goodyear Wrangler

RT/S tires.

11. As reflected by shearography performed on randomly collected focus tires and peer tires from southern

states, where most of the failures have occurred, the cracks and separations between the belts were far

more prevalent and severe in the focus tires than in peer tires. Many of the focus tires were in the later

stages of failure progression prior to complete separation of the upper belt. The shearography results for

tires manufactured at Wilson were essentially the same as for those manufactured at Joliette. Although

ODI did not test any tires manufactured at Oklahoma City, the design of those tires is identical to those

made at Wilson and Joliette.

12. Belt-leaving-belt tread separations, whether or not accompanied by a loss of air from the tire, reduce the

ability of a driver to control the vehicle, particularly when the failure occurs on a rear tire and at high speeds.

Such a loss of control can lead to a crash. The likelihood of a crash, and of injuries or fatalities from such a

crash, is far greater when the tread separation occurs on a SUV than when it occurs on a pickup truck.

13. Tread separation claims included in the Firestone claims database involving the recalled and focus tires

have been associated with numerous crashes, which have led to 74 deaths and over 350 injuries. Tread

separation complaints reported from all sources included in the ODI consumer complaint database that

have been identified as involving these tires have reportedly led to 192 deaths and over 500 injuries.
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14. Although there have been more failures and casualties associated with failures of the recalled tires than

the focus tires to date (17 deaths and 41 injuries involving focus tires in the Firestone claims database), the

fact that the plant-by-plant failure trends for the focus tires are very similar to those of the recalled ATX tires

demonstrates that, if they are not removed from service, the focus tires - at least those manufactured

before Firestone modified the wedge --will experience a similar increase in tread separation failures over the

next few years, leading to numerous future crashes, injuries, and deaths.

15. The rate of tread separation failures on Ranger pickups is lower that the rate of such failures on

Explorers for a variety of reasons, including the fact that the Explorer generally carries higher loads and is a

more demanding application, and the tires on the Explorer had a significantly lower recommended inflation

pressure (especially on the rear wheels). The risk of such a separation on Rangers remains a cause for

possible concern. Nevertheless, because the likelihood of a crash due to a tread separation, and of deaths

and injuries resulting from such a crash, is substantially lower when the separation occurs on a pickup than

on a SUV, NHTSA's initial defect decision does not apply to focus tires installed on pickup trucks.

16. Almost all of the tread separation failures of the focus tires that led to claims occurred after the tires

were in service for at least three years and involved tires manufactured before May 1998, when Firestone

improved the wedge. In theory, Firestone's modifications to the wedge would tend to inhibit the initiation

and propagation of the belt-edge cracks that can lead to belt-leaving-belt tread separations. If these

modifications actually improved the resistance of the focus tires to belt-edge separations, the historical

failure trends described above may not predict the future performance of the newer tires. However,

because tread separation failures rarely occur in the focus tires until at least three years of use, it is not now

possible to ascertain from field experience whether their actual performance has improved significantly.

17. The record of this investigation supports a determination that the focus tires manufactured by

Firestone prior to its 1998 modifications to the belt wedge that are installed on SUVs contain a

safety-related defect. Although the agency has concerns about the possibility of future tread separations in

focus tires manufactured after the wedge change, the evidence at this time does not clearly demonstrate

that a safety-related defect exists in the focus tires manufactured with the improved wedge.
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Appendix C

Chronology of Firestone/Ford Knowledge of Tire Safety Defect
As compiled by Public Citizen and Joan Claybrook, former administrator of NHTSA.
Submitted to Congress, September 2000.

1987

May 1, 1987
A Ford internal memo states that the stability of
the Explorer [UN46] is worse than Bronco 1l and
that it can be improved by widening, lowering and
using a smaller P21 5 tire.

June11, 1987
Ford internal memo on a meeting with Firestone
reports that the ATX design is approved by Ford.

1988

Fall 1988
Ford ADAMS reports states that the Explorer
demonstrated "performance issues" at 35 psi
but that they expected more favorable results at

26 psi.

1989

February 20, 1989
In an internal Ford memo, Ford engineers
recommend use of 26/26 psi along with various
other spring changes due to stability testing
showing two wheel lift with 35 psi.

March 2,1989
Internal Firestone memo to Ford states that "in

light of Ford's decision to specify 26 psi in the
P245 tire for the Explorer, Firestone has tested

the vehicle at 26 psi front and 35 psi rear". .
"Calspan testing showed severe tread

separation, but our testing used a more realistic

procedure and we don't think it will be a problem.'

September 12,1989
In an internal Ford email to Charles White, Roger
F. Stornant expresses that OGC is concerned that
the UN46 [Explorer] would fail Consumers Union
tests with the P235 tires.

December 1989
Internal memo states that Explorer with 235 tires
set at 26 psi passed the rollover test.

1990

February 1990
In order to meet the production deadline, Ford
officials rejected some proposals to improve the
stability of the Explorer (i.e. widening the track
width).

March 1990
JOB 1: '91-'94 Explorer

May 1, 1990
Ford asks Firestone in a letter from Jim Avouris
to issue a dealer bulletin regarding tire
replacement, emphasizing the importance of
using the correct size tire and the correct air
pressures on the Explorer [due to rollover
sensitivity].

1991

February 12, 1991
FILED: Woodburn v. Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co.; et al. [injuries unknown]
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1992

March 24, 1992
FILED: Johnson v. Nissan, et al. [injuries
unknown]

April 23, 1992
FILED: Cherinka v. Ford; et al [Explorer/ATX tread
separation; injuries unknown]

April 29,1992
FILED: Roberston v. Firestone/Bridgestone, Inc.;
et al. [injuries unknown]

1993

December 22, 1993
FILED: Blackaller v. Ford; Firestone; et al. [2
injuries, 2 deaths]

1994

April 12, 1994
Ford Light Truck Operations Tire Construction
Detail Sheet specifies the P235/75R1 5 tire at a
maximum psi of 35.

September 9,1994
FILED: Dreher v. Ford, et al. [injuries unknown]

1995
Ford/Firestone begins shipping 16" Wilderness
tire to Saudi Arabia.

February 23, 1995
FILED: Greenwald v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.;
Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries
unknown]

August 7, 1995
FILED: Ellis v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; Ford; et
al. [Explorer/ATX; injuries unknown]

August 7, 1995
FILED: Dickson v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation from Wilson, NC
plant; injuries unknown]

January 4, 1996
FILED: Combs v. Ford [Bronco ll/ATX separation;
1 fatality]

March 13,1996
FILED: Welch v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX
separation; 3 injuries]

July 1996
FILED: Rogers v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX
separation; 1 injury, 1 fatality]

July 12,1996
A memo from Deputy Yuma County (Arizona)
Attorney John K. White regarding Firestone
Firehawk ATX tires reported

July 22, 1996
Letter from Robert J. Descheemaker at the
Arizona State Procurement Office to Roger
Abrams of Bridgestone/Firestone requesting
replacement of all Firehawk ATX tires bought
under state contracts.

August 19, 1996
Ford CQIS computer report on Explorer with 20k
miles--Colonial Ford dealer in Danbury,
Connecticut has 16 Explorers with distorted tires
like this--belt is obviously distorted and about to
separate

August 26,1996
FILED: Gauvain v. Bridgestone Corporation; et al.
[Explorer/ATX separation; 1 fatality]

September 23,1996
FILED: Brizendine v. So. New. T.B.A. Supply Co.,
et al. [injuries unknown]

December 27,1996
FILED: Guara v. Ford, et al [Bronco ll/ATX
separation; injuries unknown]
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1997

January 17, 1997
FILED: Kehm v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[Bronco/ATX separation; 3 injuries]

February 21, 1997
FILED: Spivak v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

June 1997

Speed rating on tires in Venezuela changed from
R [106 mph] to S [112 mph], with tires to be made
in Venezuela.

June 1997

FILED: State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance
Company v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. [injuries
unknown]

June 2,1997
FILED: Stephens v. Catherine A. Broome and
Christopher D. Kehm; Bridgestone/Firestone; et
al. [Bronco/ATX separation; 3 injuries]

July 28, 1997
FILED: Jackson v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.;
Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; 3 injuries, 1
fatality]

August 1997
An undated memo states Ford and Firestone are
notified of tire problems in Saudi Arabia

August 7, 1997
FILED: Lazarus v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

September 16, 1997
FILED: Silva v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX
separation; injuries unknown]

September 22,1997
FILED: Carrillo v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.

[Blazer/ATX separation; 2 fatalities]

October 7,1997
FILED: Flores v. Ford; Bridgestone/Firestone, et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

October 21, 1997
FILED: Chinichian v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.;
et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

December 1, 1997
FILED: Ortiz v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; Ford;
et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; 1 fatality]

1998

January 1998
Marketing manager in the UAE for Ford
expresses concern about Firestone's response to
the tire problems in an email to other Ford
executives: "If this was a single case, I would
accept Firestone's response as they are the
experts in the tire business, case closed.
However, we now have three cases and it is
possible that Firestone is not telling us the whole
story to protect them from a recall or a lawsuit."

January 9, 1998
FILED: Haffey v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX
separation; 2 injuries, 1 fatality]

January 22,1998
FILED: Huffman v. Ford; et al [Explorer/ATX
separation; 2 injuries, 1 fatality]

January 28,1998
FILED: Bragg v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[1 injury]

April 23, 1998
FILED: Van Etten v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.;
Ford [Explorer/ATX separation; 3 injuries, 1
fatality]

April 24,1998
FILED: Parra v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/Wilderness
HT; 2 injuries]
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May 15,1998
FILED: Kim v. Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX
separation; 2 injuries, 2 fatalities]

June 24,1998
In an internal Bridgestone/Firestone memo to
acknowledges that P235/75R1 5 ATX 11
separation is 92.8% of all ATX 11 claims and
53.6% of all Firestone light truck claims for the
year of 1997. Additionally, warranty claims on
ATX 11 tires jumped from 42 in 1995 to 279 in
1997, a sixfold increase. 1998 light truck claims
are 469 for separations and 8 for road hazards.

July 13,1998
FILED: Simmons v. Ford; et al [Explorer/ATX
separation; 2 injuries]

July 22, 1998
In an email to William Duckwitz at NHTSA from
State Farm Associate Research Administrator
Samuel Boyden, Boyden advises NHTSA of 21
Firestone ATX P235/75R1 5 tire failures causing
injuries. Fourteen cases were in 1991-1995 Ford
Explorers. The problem was dismissed as
''unremarkable" by NHTSA.

July 31, 1998
FILED: Gutierrez v. Bridgestone/Firestone
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

August 27, 1998
FILED: Lockwood v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.;
Ford; et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; 1 fatality]

September 17, 1998
FILED: Alvarez v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

October 24, 1998
Saudi Arabian Ford Dealer, Al Jazirah Vehicles,
expresses concern and frustrations that despite
his warning about the safety of the tires, he did
not receive a response and was being "kept in
the dark to what is happening."

1999
Federal data from the Fatal Accident Reporting
System for 1995-98 was available to Ford,
Firestone, and NHTSA showing that Explorer
fatalities were almost three times as likely to be
tire related as those with other SUVs or cars and
that Explorer crashes increased significantly in
the late 1990s compared with other SUVs.

January 12,1999
FILED: Hill v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. [5
injuries]

January 19, 1999
FILED: Wieters v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [injuries unknown]
January 22, 1999
An email from D.J. Candido, to Firestone
colleagues concluded that for countries prone to
heat induced separation, the Wilderness HT, with
European specs, was the best application choice.
However, they also acknowledged that this model
is more prone to chip and tear. The best choice is
to develop a new tire with similar heat specs to
the European model and similar chip/tear specs
to the Australian model.

January 27, 1999
In an interoffice Bridgestone/Firestone memo
entitled P255/79R1 6 Wilderness AT Adjustment
Data to Bruce Halverson, Market Quality
Engineer, Nashville, Luis E. Abreu, Technical
Service Manager, Firestone Venezuela, indicates
that 47 tires in Venezuela had tread or belt
separation. Of these 47, 34 had international
serial codes and 13 had DOT (U.S.A.) code.

January 28, 1999
In an email to Melanie Gumz, Glenn Drake of Ford
questions the durability of the product and the
fact that Ford is about to change the tire on all
Explorers and Mountaineers to a tire that has
better high speed durability. Drake recommends
that Ford conduct its own analysis in order to
protect Ford and give the dealers and customers
an independent opinion. "[W]e owe it to our
customers and our shareholders to investigate
this for our own peace of mind."
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January 1999
In a memo to Firestone Distribution entitled Ford
Explorer--Concerns in the Middle East
(P255/70R1 6), John E. Behr, Account Executive
for Original Equipment Tire Sales, reported, "I
attempted to assure the Ford people that we are
not aware of any defect with these tires, and that
we've supplied over 1.1 million of the same tires
to Ford over the past three years (1996 thru
1998) for usage in North America, with excellent
field performances."

January 29, 1999
In a memo to Bridgestone/Firestone Distribution,
John E. Behr, OE Sales, expresses that Ford is
concerned that the tires in the Middle East are
defective.

February 8, 1999
FILED: Menendez v. Ford, Bridgestone/Firestone,
Inc.; et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries
unknown]

February 14, 1999
In a letter to Keshav Das, Technical Service
Department of Firestone at Dubai,
John Garthwaite, Ford National Service Director,
Al Jazirah Vehicles (Ford Dealer in the Middle
East), warns Bridgestone/Firestone of the serious
nature of the problem with P255/70/Ri 6 AT tires.
Garthwaite indicates that an accident occurred
with a tire at 30 psi. The tread separated
completely and the tire remained inflated.
Garthwiate expressed his strong conviction that
there is a "distinct problem with all or at least a
certain production run of this particular tyre."

February 25, 1999
Garthwaite continues to question the safety of
the P255/70/Ri 6 tire in a subsequent letter to
Keshav Das. "These incidents involving Firestone
P255/70/ Ri 6 tyres is beginning to become an
epidemic." He further states that "Nothing in your
reply has done anything to re-assure me that
there may not exist a defect in a particular batch
of your product . .

March 11, 1999

An internal Bridgestone/Firestone Letter to S.
Katsura, et. al. from Firestone Account
Executive, John E. Behr expresses concern over
the result of Ford's proposed consumer
notification program and its potential effects
and "perception" it would convey in Saudi
Arabia as well as "complications it could create
in North America." The letter also indicates that
other Ford people also disfavored the
notification program.

April 27,1999
FILED: Glick v. Firestone Tire and Service Center,
et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]
April 28, 1999
Ford memo on Firestone Tire Tread Separations
states that Ford will "address the issues related
to the rollovers on a case-by-case basis."

May 4, 1999
FILED: Healy v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; 1 injury]

May 4, 1999
FILED: Patterson (Elroy) v. Bridgestone/Firestone
[injuries unknown]

May 4, 1999

In a fax from Arabian Car Marketing to Ford
Middle East and North Africa Company, Oman
Ford advises Ford Middle East that it is replacing
Firestone tires with Michelin tires prior to delivery
because Explorer users are becoming aware of
(through the internet) the off-road limitations of
the Explorer.

June 24, 1999
FILED: Jenkins v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[injuries unknown]

June 30,1999
Fax labeled "Top Urgent & Very Important" to
Ford Middle East from Arabian Car Marketing
Company warns Ford Middle East and North
Africa that the tires are failing: "The tire problem
has already resulted in a severe decline in
Explorer sales."
July 2, 1999
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FILED: Jenkins v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[injuries unknown]

July 7, 1999
FILED: Meza v. McCombs HFC Limited D/B/A
Red, et al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries
unknown]

July 16,1999
FILED: Progressive County Mutual Insurance
Company v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

July 28, 1999
FILED: Jarvis v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

July 30, 1999
FILED: Taylor v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

August 2-5, 1999
Teams from Ford and Bridgestone/Firestone
recognize Ford Explorer rollover due to tread
leaving casing in the Venezuelan Tire Survey of
problem tires. Suggested possible causes are
excessive speed (173 Km/hr (26 Km in 9
minutes)), heavy load (8 passengers plus
luggage), and high pavement temperature (55
degrees Celsius at 1:20 pm). Suggested possible
results were tire fatigue and separations. 132
tires inspected at dealers in 4 locations revealed
8 underinflated tires (Wilderness P255/70R/1 6AT
and P235/75R/i 5ATX)

August 6,1999
FILED: Aoyagi v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[injuries unknown]

August 9, 1999
Letter from B.V. Halverson to Mr. J. Gonzalez of
Bridgestone Firestone acknowledges that
'sustained high speed driving must be
considered as a normal input in the performance
of vehicles and tires in Venezuela."

August 12,1999

FILED: Romero v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

August 13, 1999
FILED: Jimenez v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]
August 17,1999
Ford begins replacing tires on Saudi Explorers
through a "customer notification enhancement
action" and not a "recall."

August 19,1999
FILED: De Leon v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et
al. [injuries unknown]

August 23,1999
In a letter to owners of light truck vehicles,
Bridgestone/Firestone offers free tire inspection
and free rotation service as a special offer to
Venezuelan owners of light truck vehicles.

August 27,1999
In a letter to C.E. Mazzorin, Ford's L.A. Klein
indicates that the tire problems in the Middle East
are largely due to the fact that the tire was not
designed for the Middle Eastern market. The
tire's speed rating is "S" which allows for speeds
up to 112 mph. The Middle East requires higher
speed ratings.

September 1999
In a letter to it's GCC dealers, Ford stated: "Ford
and Firestone have been working to identify a
Firestone tire that we can recommend that may
offer a greater margin of resistance to puncture
and or tread separation for the conditions unique
to the GCC region than the current tire. That tire
has been identified as the 'special service' tire
currently available only in the Saudi Arabian
market. This tire is more puncture resistant than
the current production tire."

Fall 1999
Ford began replacing Firestone tires on Explorers
in ten Middle East countries.

September 1, 1999
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FILED: Hendricks v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

September 3,1999
FILED: Bean v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

September 9, 1999
FILED: Porsche v. Ford, Bridgestone/Firestone,
Inc. [3 injuries]

September 12, 1999
In a letter from John Garthwaite, National Service
Director, Al Jazirah Vehicles, Saudi Arabia, to
David MacKinnon, Director of Ford Customer
Service, Dubai, Garthwaite once again advises of
tread separation problems in Saudi Arabia. He
suggests an in-depth Firestone tire investigation.
'I am afraid that I can see a pattern emerging
here. The tyre in this second case is totally
destroyed but it is clear to me that the body
damage is indicative of tread separation in the
first instance."

September 13, 1999
FILED: Smith v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.; et al.
[injuries unknown]

September 14, 1999
Ford memo entitled "1995/99
Explorer/Mountaineer Firestone P255/70R1 6 Tire
Separation in the United States" states:

September 15, 1999
Internal Ford memo from Carlos Mazzorin to Jac
Nasser and others:

September 17, 1999
FILED: Douglas v. Ford; Bridgestone/Firestone; et
al. [Explorer/ATX separation; injuries unknown]

October 1, 1999
Ford interoffice memo containing Ford's
admission that it was responsible for use of a
NA tire in the GCC market and determines the
tire was not suitable for this area. Firestone was
not part of that decision.
October 19, 1999

Report entitled 1999 Firestone Quarterly Meeting:
Critical Performance Issues, Aiken, SC indicates
that tire separations were up to 3365 from 2929.
Belt edge separation up 18.3%, belt leaving belt
was up 10.1%, and SW separation--rubber from
casing was up 63.6% for 1999 third quarter
compared to 1998. This report does not separate
out the individual tires.

October 19,1999
The Radial ATXII also experienced a 5.2%
increase in belt edge separation.

November 10, 1999
FILED: Guillen v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., et al.
[injuries unknown]

December 21, 1999
FILED: Gilmore v. Bridgestone/Firestone; et al.
[injuries unknown]

2000

2000
1999 vs. 1998 Adjustments data, Firestone
revealed that Wilderness tire separations
increased 194% and Wilderness adjustments are
"growing quickly."

2000 est.
In a Firestone document "Explorer Tire DNP"
giving status report: "In July 1997 FoV
representatives were called to a meeting in
Caracas with a group of independent lawyers
representing four (4) customers. The objective of
this meeting as expressed by these lawyers, was
to draw Ford attention to a situation related to
their customers, but that they felt could be
greater."

January 1, 2000
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In a Bridgestone/Firestone 1999 Year End Minor
Profit Loss Report from William Thomas to Dave
Laubie, attached charts show 1998 and 1999
data on tire tread separations by tire type and
plant indicating large numbers of tread
separations in tires manufactured at Decatur
plant and with 235/75R1 5 tire. Also shows
increasing claims for SXR4S Tire in 1999. Overall
separation are up 10 in 1999 over 1998. 25% of
total separations in 1999 were ATX 11.

February 2000
Ford offers free replacement tires for vehicles in
Malaysia and Thailand.

February 2000
Officials from Bridgestone/Firestone were briefed
as early as February about rising warranty costs
for the now recalled tires according to internal
Bridgestone/Firestone documents including a
series of charts distributed at a sales meeting in
February, 2000. One chart tracking "separations
increasing" revealed that the number of warranty
claims for tread separation had risen from 4,200
in 1998 to 4,694 in 1999 (an increase of 11.8
percent). Another chart stated that "Wilderness
AT needs improvement." While still other charts
analyzed patterns in tread separations
emphasizing tires for light trucks. These charts
revealed that the number of tread separations
involving Wilderness tires had risen 144 percent
from 1998 to 1999.

February 7, 2000 & Feb. 10, 2000
KHOU, CBS affiliate station in Houston, breaks
story of significant numbers of deaths and
lawsuits with Firestone tires on Ford Explorers.
Firestone Statement on February 4 before the
programs aired says: "The Radial ATX has
proved to be a reliable workhorse for U.S.
consumers. Our experience with the Radial ATX
indicates high consumer satisfaction with the
quality and reliability of these tires. No court or
jury has ever found any deficiency in these tires."

February 10, 2000

In a letter from Christine Karbowiak, Vice
President, Public Affairs, Firestone, to Robert
Decherd, Chairman, President and CEO of A.H.
Belo Corp., and Peter Diaz, President and General
Manager of KHOU-TV, Firestone states that
KHOU-TV's broadcast series regarding its tires,
''contains falsehoods and misrepresentations
that improperly disparage Firestone and its
product, the Radial ATX tire." It further asserts,
"This series has unmistakably delivered the false
messages that Radial ATX tires are dangerous,
that they threaten the safety of anyone using
them, and that they should be removed from
every vehicle on which they are installed. Each of
these messages is simply untrue."

February 25, 2000
Bridgestone/Firestone report indicates that
separations in Wilderness tires are on the rise,
but ATX are decreasing.

March 5, 2000
NHTSA ODI resume (IEQO-01 6=different from
current investigation file number) indicates 22
complaints, 8 crashes, and 4 fatalities due to tire
tread separation. (All ODI complaints are sent to
company when received.)

March 6, 2000
NHTSA opens preliminary inquiry after KHOU-TV
programs prompted consumer complaints.

March 22, 2000
Firestone survey of 243 tires on 63 vehicles that
were trade-ins or lease return vehicles shows
that 31 % of the 15" tires were under-inflated and
51 % of the 16" tires were under-inflated and at
total of 9 tires had less than 20 psi.
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April 25, 2000
In response to a request from NHTSA, Samuel
Boyden, State Farm Associate Research
Administrator, emailed a breakdown by calendar
year and tire type (Firestone ATX, ATX 11, and
Wilderness tires) for the period covering 1996 to
April 2000. This contained information on 70
reports.

May 2000
Ford offers to replace tires for customers in

Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela. Ford shifts to
Goodyear tires in Venezuela as it waits for a U.S.
Firestone response. Ford's action covers about
39,800 vehicles.

May 2, 2000
NHTSA opens investigation of 47 million ATX,
ATX 11, and Wilderness Firestone tires
(investigation number PE00-020) with 90
complaints reporting 33 crashes including 4
fatal crashes and 17 injury crashes resulting in
27 injuries and 4 fatalities.

May 8, 2000
NHTSA sends a list of interrogatories to

Bridgestone/Firestone as part of its investigation
of the tire failures. NHTSA requests that

Firestone respond by June 19th.

May 10, 2000
NHTSA sends a list of interrogatories to Ford as
part of its investigation of the tire failures. NHTSA
requests that Ford respond by June 23rd.

June 6, 2000
Internal Ford Memo lists 21 vehicles sold in Gulf
Countries. Lists Explorer (in Venezuela) psi at

28/28 for the 15" tire. The new 15" tires are listed

at 30/30.

July 25, 2000
After a story aired on KCBS regarding Ford

Explorers and ATX tires, Firestone instructed
dealers to replace tires with Bridgestone or

Firestone tires of the customer's choice.

However, '[t]his sale should be a regular sales

ticket. Do not use an adjustment ticket."

July 31, 2000
Public learns of Ford's replacement of Firestone

tires on Explorers overseas.

August 2, 2000
NHTSA reports it is probing 21 deaths in crashes
of pickup trucks and SUVs where tire failure may
have played a role.

August 4, 2000
Sears, Roebuck & Co., the No. 1 tire
selling certain Firestone tires.

retailer, stops

August 6, 2000
Firestone announces a "customer information
notice" in Venezuela in which certain models of
tires would be replaced.

August 7, 2000
NHTSA announces investigation of 46 deaths
related to the Firestone tires.

August 9, 2000
Firestone/Bridgestone voluntarily recalls 6.5
million 15" ATX, ATX 11, and Wilderness AT from
the Decatur plant. (14.4 manufactured)

August 15, 2000
NHTSA raises the number of traffic deaths linked
to Firestone tires from 46 to 62. It is also looking
into reports of 100 injuries.

August 28, 2000
Bridgestone announces a boost in replacement
production to 650,000.

August 31, 2000
Venezuela's consumer protection agency asked
prosecutors to bring criminal charges against
both Bridgestone/Firestone and Ford.
Venezuelan authorities contend that Ford and
Firestone held secret meetings to determine
what was wrong following the first reports of
incidents in 1998. Instead of instituting a recall,
officials allege that Ford asked Firestone to
redesign the Wilderness tire.
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August 31, 2000
NHTSA raises to 88 from 62 the number of
deaths associated with the Firestone tires.

September 1, 2000
Firestone declines NHTSA's request to
voluntarily expand recall to 1.4 million tires not
included in the original recall.

September 4, 2000
Bridgestone/Firestone issues a recall in
Venezuela of 62,000 Venezuelan-made 15-inch
and 16-inch Wilderness tires. Previously, only
U.S.-manufactured tires were being replaced.

September 4, 2000
Bridgestone/Firestone reaches agreement with
union to settle labor disputes and avert a strike at
nine U.S. plants.

September 6, 2000
The Senate Appropriations Committee and
House Commerce Sub Committees conduct
separate hearings on the
Bridgestone/Firestone-Ford tire recall.
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